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Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act 2 

Introduction 
After several months of negotiations among a bipartisan group of 22 senators, led by Senators Kyrsten Sinema 
(D-AZ) and Rob Portman (R-OH), the text of the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) was publicly 
released on the evening of Sunday, August 1. The mammoth $1.2 trillion legislation includes a complete five-
year, $383.4 billion surface transportation reauthorization bill, and an additional $559 billion in new funding 
for roads and bridges, road safety, railways, airports, public transit, electric vehicle infrastructure, ports and 
waterways, the electric grid, broadband, water infrastructure, school modernization, resiliency and western 
water storage, and environmental remediation.1 On August 7, the White House issued a Statement of 
Administration Policy declaring the Biden Administration’s support for Senate passage of the bill.  

On August 10, the Senate passed the IIJA (H.R. 3684) by a vote of 69-30. Nineteen Senate Republicans joined 
the 50-member Senate Democratic Caucus in voting for the bill, including Senate Minority Leader Mitch 
McConnell (R-KY). Over the course of seven days, the Senate considered 23 amendments, adopting 13 and 
rejecting ten. According to the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), the legislation would add an estimated 
$256 billion to projected deficits over the 2021—2031 period. However, the CBO said that it did not estimate 
how any macroeconomic effects of the legislation would influence the federal budget and Senators Sinema 
and Portman issued a statement insisting that there are actually $519 billion in offsets. 

November 10, 2021 Update: On November 5, the House passed H.R. 3684 by a vote of 228-205, with 13 
House Republicans voting in favor and six Democrats voting against. The House passed the exact version of the 
bill the Senate passed on August 10, sending the legislation to President Joe Biden to be signed into law. The 
legislation was formally presented to President Biden on November 8 and will be signed into law during the 
week of November 15, 2021. 

This TFG Special Report provides a section-by-section summary of the soon-to-be enacted Infrastructure 
Investment and Jobs Act. While not every single section is covered in the Report, the provisions of most 
importance to TFG clients are included. The 13 approved amendments to the bill by the Senate are mentioned 
throughout the Report at the relevant Division/Title section. Additionally, it is important to note that many 
sections of the legislation simply authorize Congress to appropriate funding for FYs 2022—2026 for new 
and/or existing programs, while other sections (namely Division J, “Infrastructure Investments and Jobs 
Appropriations Act”) provide upfront supplemental appropriations for FYs 2022—2026 for many of the new 
and/or existing programs in the bill, over and above the regular funding provided to the programs in 
Congress’s annual spending bills.  

 
1 $559 billion is new infrastructure spending. (See Division J.) The remaining $650 billion is existing spending from trust 
funds, like the Highway Trust Fund, with dedicated funding that is automatically raised, such as through the gas tax, and 
automatically allocated toward pre-existing programs. These trust funds operate on an ongoing basis and would continue 
with or without the IIJA. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/SAP-Senate-Substitute-Amendment-H.R.-3684.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/SAP-Senate-Substitute-Amendment-H.R.-3684.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/117/bills/hr3684/BILLS-117hr3684enr.pdf
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=117&session=1&vote=00314
https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/567158-the-19-gop-senators-who-voted-for-the-1t-infrastructure-bill
https://www.rpc.senate.gov/policy-papers/2021-infrastructure-amendment-tracker
https://www.portman.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/portman-sinema-statement-cbo-score-bipartisan-infrastructure-investment
https://clerk.house.gov/evs/2021/roll370.xml
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Division A – Surface Transportation 

Title I – Federal-Aid Highways 

Subtitle A – Authorization and Program 

Sec. 11101. Authorization of appropriations. Authorizes many programs to be appropriated out of the 
Highway Trust Fund annually over fiscal years 2022 through 2026, including:  

• $52.5 billion in FY 2022, increasing 2% every year and reaching $56.8 billion in FY 2026 for the 
Federal-Aid Highway Program 

• $1.25 billion for the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation (TIFIA) Program 
• $570 million to construction ferry boats and terminal facilities 
• $3.01 billion for the Tribal Transportation Program 
• $2.19 billion for the Federal Lands Transportation Program 
• $275 million for Nationally Significant Federal Lands and Tribal Projects, and $1.5 billion from the 

Treasury general fund 
• $250 million for the Congestion Relief Program 
• $2.5 billion for charging and fueling infrastructure grants 
• $100 million for the Healthy Streets Program 
• $350 million for a Wildlife Crossings Pilot Program 

Sec. 11102. Obligation ceiling. Sets obligation limits on federal-aid highway and highway safety 
construction programs, totaling $300.3 billion over the five-year period, limiting the amount of contract 
authority that can be obligated in a single fiscal year.  

Sec. 11103. Definitions. Defines multiple terms used throughout the bill text, including:  

• Natural Infrastructure: Infrastructure that uses, restores, or emulates natural ecological processes 
and is created through the action of natural physical, geological, biological, and chemical processes 
over time; and is created by human design, engineering, and construction to emulate or act in 
concert with natural processes; or involves the use of plants, soils, and other natural features, 
including through the creation, restoration, or preservation of vegetated areas using materials 
appropriate to the region to manage stormwater and runoff, to attenuate flood and storm surges, 
and for other related purposes. 

• Resilience: A project with the ability to anticipate, prepare for, or adapt to conditions or withstand, 
respond to, or recover rapidly from disruptions, including the ability to resist hazards or withstand 
impacts from weather events and natural disasters; or have the absorptive capacity, adaptive 
capacity, and recoverability to decrease project vulnerability to weather events or other natural 
disasters. 

Sec. 11105. National highway performance program. Expands the eligibility of the National Highway 
Performance Program to include transportation resilience and extreme weather mitigation projects.  
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Approved Amendment by the Senate to Section 11105—“National Highway Performance Program”: 

• Amendment #2358, introduced by Sen. Jacky Rosen (D-NV) and agreed to by voice vote on August 
4: amends section 11105 by adding wildfires as a specified damage for which federal assistance from 
the National Highway Performance Program may be used to rebuild damaged highways. 

Sec. 11108. Railway-highway grade crossings. Provides $3 billion in emergency appropriations to 
eliminate hazards at railway-highway crossings. It also changes the federal share for projects to 100 percent.  

Sec. 11109. Surface transportation block grant program. Adds new eligibilities to the Surface 
Transportation Block Grant (STBG) program including construction of wildlife crossing structures, electric 
vehicle charging infrastructure and vehicle-to-grid infrastructure, installation and deployment of intelligent 
transportation technologies, projects that facilitate intermodal connections between emerging transportation 
technologies, resilience features, cybersecurity protections, projects to enhance travel and tourism, the 
construction of certain privately-owned ferry boats and terminals, and barge landings, docks, and waterfront 
infrastructure projects in rural areas.  

There is a change in the STBG population categories. Currently, there are three population categories for STBG 
allocations: over 200,000; 5,000 to 200,000; and less than 5,000. The bill includes four population categories: 
over 200,000; 50,000 to 200,000; 5,000 to 50,000; and less than 5,000. The bill also allows up to 15% of a 
state’s allocation to areas of less than 50,000 in population to be used on rural minor collectors, local roads, or 
critical rural freight corridors. Funds can be used for maintenance of these roads. (Current law allows up to 
15% of a state’s allocation to areas of less than 5,000 in population to be used only on rural minor collectors.)  

The bill also increases the amount of funding set aside within STBG for the Transportation Alternatives 
Program (TAP) to 10 percent of the state’s STBG allocation. It increases the minimum percentage of TAP 
funding that is sub-allocated based on population to 59 percent – up from 50 percent – and provides a process 
by which States may increase that percentage to as high as 100 percent. This section allows a state to elect to 
use up to 5 percent of TAP funds on technical and application assistance and administration. States and MPOs 
are required to develop a competitive process to allow eligible entities to submit project funding requests. The 
bill adds that states and MPOs should prioritize projects in low-income, transit-dependent, or rural areas.  

Finally, the bill establishes a process for states to consult with metropolitan planning organizations and 
regional transportation planning organizations. Before obligating funds to an area with a population less than 
50,000, the state shall consult with regional transportation planning organizations that represent the area, if 
any. 

Sec. 11110. Nationally significant freight and highway projects. Renames the program to be the 
Nationally Significant Multimodal Freight and Highway Projects. It includes an additional appropriation of $3.2 
billion for DOT’s INFRA grant program bringing the total to $8 billion from FY 2022 to FY 2026. (The current 
transportation authorization bill, Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, authorized $4.5 billion for 
the INFRA grant program.) 

Sec. 11111. Highway safety improvement program. Amends the Highway Safety Improvement Program 
to prioritize funds for projects that provide safety for all road users, including construction or installation of 
features, measures, and road designs to calm traffic and reduce vehicle speeds. It also includes installation or 
upgrades of traffic control devices for pedestrians and bicyclists, including pedestrian hybrid beacons and the 
addition of bicycle movement phases to traffic signals, and roadway improvements that provide separation 
between pedestrians and motor vehicles. The legislation also requires states to submit highway safety plans at 

https://www.congress.gov/117/crec/2021/08/03/167/138/CREC-2021-08-03-pt1-PgS5726.pdf
https://www.rosen.senate.gov/rosen-amendment-invest-rebuilding-and-repairing-highways-damaged-wildfires-passes-senate
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least once every three years beginning in FY 2022 and mandates states submit annual grant applications 
demonstrating their alignment with their approved highway safety plans.  

Sec. 11112. Federal lands transportation program. Adjusts the requirements of the Federal Lands 
Transportation Program to require projects to consider the use of locally adapted native plant materials; and 
designs that minimize runoff and heat generation to the maximum extent practicable.  

Sec. 11113. Federal lands access program. Adjusts the requirements of the Federal Lands Access Program 
to require projects to consider the use of locally adapted native plant materials; and designs that minimize 
runoff and heat generation to the maximum extent practicable.  

Sec. 11115. Congestion mitigation and air quality improvement program. Includes prioritization for 
projects that provide benefits to disadvantaged communities or low-income populations living in, or 
immediately adjacent to the project area.  

Sec. 11118. Bridge investment program. Authorizes $6.54 billion over FYs 2022-2026 for new grants to 
repair and replace bridges. The bill also provides $3.2 billion in guaranteed contract authority from the 
Highway Trust Fund over FYs 2022-2026 for the Bridge Investment Program.  

Sec. 11121. Construction of ferry boats and ferry terminal facilities. Authorizes $570 million to 
construct ferry boats and terminal facilities from the Highway Trust Fund. 

The bill also provides $570 million in guaranteed contract authority from the Highway Trust Fund over FYs 
2022-2026 for the ferry boats and ferry terminal facilities.  

Sec. 11123. Wildlife crossing safety. Establishes a competitive wildlife crossings pilot program to provide 
grants for projects that seek to reduce the number of wildlife-vehicle collisions and improve habitat 
connectivity for terrestrial and aquatic species. Eligible entities for the program include state highway 
agencies, metropolitan planning organizations, units of local government, regional transportation authorities, 
special purpose districts with a transportation function, Indian tribes, and federal land management agencies. 
The legislation also requires at least 60 percent of awarded grants each year are for projects located in rural 
areas. This section also requires the Secretary to conduct a study on the practice of methods to reduce 
collisions between motorists and wildlife. 

The bill also provides $350 million in guaranteed contract authority from the Highway Trust Fund over FYs 
2022-2026 for the Wildlife crossing safety program.  

Sec. 11130. Public transportation. Expands public transportation projects to include capital projects for 
the construction of a bus rapid transit corridor or dedicated bus lanes, including the construction or 
installation of traffic signaling and prioritization systems; redesigned intersections that are necessary for the 
establishment of a bus rapid transit corridor; on-street systems; information and wayfinding systems; and 
depots.  

Subtitle B – Planning and Performance Management 

Sec. 11201. Transportation planning. Includes provisions to encourage the use of social media and other 
web-based tools by states to further encourage public participation and to solicit public feedback during state 
transportation planning.  
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Subtitle C – Project Delivery and Process Improvement 

Sec. 11301. Codification of one federal decision. Codifies the Trump Administration’s “one federal 
decision” policy that required agencies to coordinate reviews and authorization decisions for major 
infrastructure projects. It also set a goal for completing environmental reviews within two years. It requires 
lead agencies to develop an environmental review schedule with project sponsors that would be consistent 
with an agency average of not more than two years for major projects. It also specifies conditions under which 
the schedule could be modified. The legislation requires authorization decisions for construction of a major 
project to be completed within 90 days of the issuance of a record of decision for the project. It also requires 
the Department of Transportation to establish a performance accountability system to track each major 
project. In addition, the Department would have to provide other related agencies with a list of categorical 
exclusions that are applicable to highway projects and that would accelerate project delivery if available to 
those agencies.  

Sec. 11305. Alternative contracting methods. Allows the Department of Transportation to use alternative 
contracting methods, including project bundling, bridge bundling, and long-term concession agreements, on 
behalf of federal land management agencies and tribal governments.  

Subtitle D – Climate Change 

Sec. 11401. Grants for charging and fueling infrastructure. Establishes a $2.5 billion grant program to 
strategically deploy publicly accessible electric vehicle charging infrastructure, hydrogen fueling infrastructure, 
propane fueling infrastructure, and natural gas fueling infrastructure along designated alternative fuel 
corridors or in certain other locations that will be accessible to all drivers of electric vehicles, hydrogen 
vehicles, propane vehicles, and natural gas vehicles. Eligible entities include states, metropolitan planning 
organizations, units of local government, special purpose districts with a transportation function, Indian tribes, 
and territories. The program will prioritize projects in rural areas, low- and moderate-income neighborhoods, 
and communities with a low ratio of private parking spaces to households or a high ratio of multi-unit 
dwellings to single family homes. The maximum award amount is $15 million with a 20 percent match 
requirement.  

Sec. 11403. Carbon reduction program. Allocates $6.42 billion for FY 2022 through FY 2026 for a new 
program to reduce transportation carbon emissions. Eligible projects include truck stop electrification systems, 
trail facilities for pedestrians and bicyclists, congestion management technologies, electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure, and port electrification, among others. This section also requires states to develop a carbon 
reduction strategy.  

Sec. 11404. Congestion Relief Program. Establishes a Congestion Relief Program to provide grants to 
eligible entities to advance innovative, integrated, and multimodal solutions to congestion relief in the most 
congested metropolitan areas of the U.S. Eligible entities are states, metropolitan planning organizations, 
cities, or municipalities in urbanized areas with a population of more than 1 million. The minimum award for 
the program is not less than $10 million and the federal match requirement is 20 percent. The bill also 
provides $250 million in guaranteed contract authority from the Highway Trust Fund over FYs 2022-2026 for 
the Congestion Relief Program. 

Sec. 11405. Promoting resilient operations for transformative, efficient, and cost-saving 
transportation (PROTECT) program. Establishes the Promoting Resilient Operations for Transformative, 
Efficient, and Cost-saving Transportation (PROTECT) Program to provide grants for resilience improvements 
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through formula funding distributed to states and competitive planning and resilience grants. The program is 
funded at $8.7 billion for FY 2022 through 2026. Eligible entities include states, metropolitan planning 
organizations, units of local government, special purpose districts with a transportation function, Indian tribes, 
federal land management agencies, and multi-state and multi-jurisdictional groups of entities.  

Sec. 11406. Healthy streets program. Establishes the Healthy Streets Program to provide grants to deploy 
cool pavements and porous pavements and expand tree cover to mitigate urban heat islands, improve air 
quality, and reduce the extent of impervious surfaces, stormwater runoff and flood risks, and heat impacts to 
infrastructure and road users. Eligible entities include states, metropolitan planning organizations, units of 
local government, tribal governments, and nonprofits. The bill provides $500 million for the program for FY 
2022 through 2026.  

Subtitle E – Miscellaneous 

Sec. 11502. Stopping threats on pedestrians. Establishes a competitive grant pilot program to assist state 
departments of transportation and local government entities with bollard installation projects designed to 
prevent pedestrian injuries and acts of terrorism in areas used by large numbers of pedestrians. The program 
is authorized at $5 million for FY 2022 through 2026.  

Sec. 11504. Study of impacts on roads from self-driving vehicles. Requires the Secretary to initiate a 
study on the existing and future impacts of self-driving vehicles to transportation infrastructure, mobility, the 
environment, and safety, including impacts on urban roads, rural roads, and transportation systems 
optimization, among others.  

Sec. 11508. Requirements for transportation projects carried out through public-private 
partnerships. Requires public entities in public-private partnerships that cost $100 million or more to review 
the private entity’s compliance with the terms of their agreement within three years of when the project 
opens to traffic.  

Sec. 11509. Reconnecting communities pilot program. Establishes a pilot program to restore community 
connectivity by studying the feasibility and impacts of removing, retrofitting, or mitigating an existing eligible 
facility; conducting planning activities necessary to design a project to remove, retrofit, or mitigate an existing 
eligible facility; and conducting construction activities necessary to carry out a project to remove, retrofit, or 
mitigate an existing eligible facility. Eligible entities include states, units of local government, tribal 
governments, metropolitan planning organizations, and nonprofit organizations.  

The bill also provides $500 million in guaranteed contract authority from the Highway Trust Fund over FYs 
2022-2026 for the Reconnecting Communities Program.  

Sec. 11520. Study on stormwater best management practices. Requires the Secretary and the  
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator to conduct a study to estimate pollutant loads from 
stormwater runoff from highways and pedestrian facilities; to provide recommendations regarding the 
evaluation and selection by state departments of transportation of potential stormwater management and 
total maximum daily load compliance strategies within a watershed; and to examine the potential for the 
Secretary to assist state departments of transportation in carrying out and communicating stormwater 
management practices for highways and pedestrian facilities.  

Sec. 11528. Pollinator-friendly practices on roadsides and highway rights-of-way. Establishes a 
program to provide grants to eligible entities to carry out activities to provide grants to state departments of 
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transportation, Indian tribes, and federal land management agencies to benefit pollinators on roadsides and 
highway rights-of-way, including the planting and seeding of native, locally appropriate grasses and 
wildflowers. The bill authorizes $2 million per year for fiscal years 2022 through 2026. 

Approved Amendments by the Senate to Subtitle E of Title I of Division A—"Miscellaneous”: 

• Amendment #2181, introduced by Sen. Cynthia Lummis (R-WY) and agreed to by a vote of 95-3 on 
August 3: creates a new section entitled “Highway Cost Allocation Study,” which requires the 
Transportation Secretary to conduct a study of vehicular highway use, to understand how Americans’ 
highway use has changed since the last study. The ensuing study, to be completed within four years 
of enactment of the bill, would provide Congress and USDOT with updated information about 
highway use for the first time since 1997. This information would inform decisions to address the 
Highway Trust Fund’s revenue shortfalls during its next reauthorization cycle.  

• Amendment #2300, introduced by Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) and agreed to by voice vote on August 3: 
substitutes the text of subsections (a), (b), and (c) of section 11514 (“High Priority Corridors on the 
National Highway System”) with new language amending the Intermodal Surface Transportation 
Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) to add high priority corridor designations, future Interstate 
designations, and parkway numberings in multiple states. 

The bill provides $273 billion in guaranteed contract authority from the Highway Trust Fund over FYs 2022-
2026 for the following programs:  

• $148 billion for the National Highway Performance Program 
• $64 billion for the Surface Transportation Block Grant Program 
• $7.2 billion for the Transportation Alternatives Program 
• $15.5 billion for the Highway Safety Improvement Program 
• $13.2 billion for the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Program 
• $1.2 billion for Grade Crossings 
• $2.28 billion for Metropolitan Planning 
• $7.15 billion for the National Highway Freight Program 
• $6.42 billion for the Carbon Reduction Program 
• $7.3 billion for the PROTECT Program 
• $17 billion for the SAFETEA-LU allocated set-aside 

Title II – Transportation Infrastructure Finance and 
Innovation 

Sec. 12001. Transportation infrastructure finance and innovation act of 1998 amendments. Extends 
eligibility for Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) loans to airport projects and 
economic development projects related to rail stations. It also requires the Secretary to post publicly on the 
website for the TIFIA program status reports on all letters of interest and applications. 

Approved Amendment by the Senate to Title II of Division A—"Transportation Infrastructure Finance and 
Innovation”: 

• Amendment #2354, introduced by Sen. Chris Van Hollen (D-MD) and agreed to by a vote of 97-0 on 
August 3: creates a new section entitled “Federal Requirements for TIFIA Eligibility and Project 

https://www.lummis.senate.gov/wp-content/uploads/Highway-Allocation-Cost-Study-Bill.pdf
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=117&session=1&vote=00294
https://www.lummis.senate.gov/press-releases/lummis-kelly-praise-inclusion-of-highway-study-bill-in-bipartisan-infrastructure-bill/
https://www.congress.gov/117/crec/2021/08/02/167/137/CREC-2021-08-02-pt1-PgS5569.pdf
https://www.vanhollen.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/EDW21A67.pdf
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=117&session=1&vote=00297
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Selection,” which amends the TIFIA program to require that USDOT ensure the design and 
construction of projects that receive benefits from the TIFIA program have appropriate payment and 
performance security in place. Under this amendment, when considering TIFIA projects, the 
Transportation Secretary will determine if a surety bond is required by existing statue (state/local 
law) and if a determination is made that existing statute (at the state level) does not require it, then 
the project will be subject to the federal requirement for security. 

The bill provides $1.25 billion in guaranteed contract authority from the Highway Trust Fund over FYs 2022-
2026 for the TIFIA program.  

Title III – Research, Technology, and Education 

Sec. 13001. Strategic innovation for revenue collection. Establishes a program to test the feasibility of a 
road usage fee and other user-based alternative revenue mechanisms to help maintain the long-term solvency 
of the Highway Trust Fund, through pilot projects at the state, local, and regional level. Eligible entities include 
states, local governments, and metropolitan planning organizations. The legislation authorizes $15 million to 
be used for pilot projects for each of fiscal years 2022 through 2026.  

Sec. 13002. National motor vehicle per-mile user fee pilot. Establishes a pilot program to demonstrate 
a national motor vehicle per-mile user fee to restore and maintain the long-term solvency of the Highway 
Trust Fund; and to improve and maintain the surface transportation system. The pilot program will test the 
design, acceptance, implementation, and financial sustainability of a national motor vehicle per-mile user fee; 
address the need for additional revenue for surface transportation infrastructure and a national motor vehicle 
per-mile user fee; and provide recommendations relating to the adoption and implementation of a national 
motor vehicle per-mile user fee. The legislation authorizes $10 million to carry out the pilot program for each 
of fiscal years 2022 through 2026.  

Sec. 13010. Transportation access pilot program. Establishes a transportation pilot program for states, 
metropolitan planning organizations, and regional transportation planning organizations to develop or procure 
an accessibility data set and make that data set available to improve the transportation planning of eligible 
entities and assess the change in accessibility that would result from new transportation investments. 

Title IV – Indian Affairs 

Sec. 14006. Study of road maintenance on Indian land. Requires the Secretary of Transportation to 
carry out a study to evaluate the long-term viability and useful life of existing roads on Indian land; any steps 
necessary to achieve the goal of addressing the deferred maintenance backlog of existing roads on Indian 
land; programmatic reforms and performance enhancements necessary to achieve the goal of restructuring 
and streamlining road maintenance programs on existing or future roads located on Indian land; and 
recommendations on how to implement efforts to coordinate with states, counties, municipalities, and other 
units of local government to maintain roads on Indian land.  

https://www.vanhollen.senate.gov/news/press-releases/senate-passes-van-hollen-amendment-to-bipartisan-infrastructure-deal-to-ensure-secure-financing-of-public-private-infrastructure-projects
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Division B – Surface Transportation 
Investment Act of 2021 

Title I – Multimodal and Freight Transportation 

Subtitle A – Multimodal Freight Policy 

Sec. 21101. Office of multimodal freight infrastructure and policy. Requires the Secretary to establish 
the Office of Multimodal Freight Infrastructure and Policy within the Department of Transportation to be led 
by a presidentially appointed assistant secretary. The purposes of the office will be to carry out the national 
multimodal freight policy; administer and oversee certain multimodal freight grant programs within the 
Department; promote and facilitate the sharing of information between the private and public sectors with 
respect to freight issues; conduct research on improving multimodal freight mobility, and oversee the freight 
research activities of the various agencies within the Department; and assist cities and states in developing 
freight mobility and supply chain expertise, among other responsibilities.  

Subtitle B – Multimodal Investment 

Sec. 21201. National infrastructure project assistance. Establishes a program under which the Secretary 
shall provide single-year or multi-year grant agreements for projects that are highway or bridge projects 
carried out on the National Multimodal Freight Network, the National Highway Freight Network, or the 
National Highway System; freight intermodal or freight rail projects that provide public benefits; railway-
highway grade separation or elimination projects; intercity passenger rail projects; and other public 
transportation projects. 

Sec. 21202. Local and regional project assistance. Establishes the Local and Regional Project Assistance 
Program to provide for capital investments in surface transportation infrastructure. Eligible entities for the 
program are states, territories, units of local government, public agencies, special purpose districts with a 
transportation function, federally recognized Indian tribes, transit agencies, and multi-state or 
multijurisdictional groups of entities. The bill authorizes $7.5 billion for projects with local or regional 
significance, including highways, bridges, public transit, passenger rail, port infrastructure, parts of airport 
projects, and culvert replacement.  

Subtitle C – Railroad Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing 
Reforms 

Sec. 21301. RRIF codification and reforms. Codifies and amends the Railroad Rehabilitation and 
Improvement Financing Program, which offers loans to finance the development of railroad infrastructure. 
The legislation would authorize $250 million for fiscal years 2022 through 2026 to provide credit assistance 
under the program. It would also authorize $70 million to refund credit risk premiums paid by borrowers. 
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Title II – Rail 

Subtitle A – Authorization of Appropriations 

Sec. 22101. Grants to Amtrak. Authorizes $12.7 billion for National Network grants and $6.57 billion for 
Northeast Corridor grants for Amtrak for fiscal years 2022 through 2026.  

Sec. 22103. Consolidated rail infrastructure and safety improvements grants. Authorizes $5 billion for 
Consolidated Rail Infrastructure and Safety Improvements (CRISI) grants for fiscal years 2022 through 2026. 
(CRISI was authorized at $1.1 billion under the FAST Act.) 

Sec. 22104. Railroad crossing elimination program. Authorizes $2.5 billion to eliminate railroad crossings 
for FY 2022 through 2026. At least 20 percent of those funds must be allocated to projects in rural areas or on 
tribal lands, and at least 5 percent of funds would be reserved for projects in counties with 20 or fewer 
residents per square mile based on the most recent Census.  

Subtitle B – Amtrak Reforms 

Sec. 22203. Station agents. Requires Amtrak to employ one ticket agent at each station where there was an 
average of at least 40 passengers per day in FY 2017. This would exclude stations where commuter rail ticket 
agents sell Amtrak tickets.  

Sec. 22208. Passenger experience enhancement. Requires Amtrak to establish a working group to 
provide recommendations to improve Amtrak’s onboard food and beverage service.  

Sec. 22209. Amtrak smoking policy. Prohibits smoking, including the use of electronic cigarettes, onboard 
all Amtrak trains.  

Sec. 22210. Protecting Amtrak routes through rural communities. Requires that Amtrak, except in an 
emergency or during maintenance or construction outages impacting Amtrak routes, may not discontinue, 
reduce the frequency of, suspend, or substantially alter the route of rail service on any segment of any long-
distance route in any fiscal year in which Amtrak receives adequate federal funding for such route on the 
National Network.  

Subtitle C – Intercity Passenger Rail Policy 

Sec. 22305. Railroad crossing elimination program. Establishes a competitive grant program to award 
grants to states, political subdivisions of states, federally recognized Indian tribes, units of local government, 
public port authorities, and metropolitan planning organizations for highway-rail or pathway-rail grade 
crossing improvement projects that focus on improving the safety and mobility of people and goods. The goals 
of the program are to eliminate highway-rail grade crossings that are frequently blocked by trains; improve 
the health and safety of communities; and reduce the impacts that freight movement and railroad operations 
may have on underserved communities. 

Sec. 22307. Federal-state partnership for intercity passenger rail grants. Renames the current 
Federal-State Partnership for State of Good Repair program to the ‘Federal-State Partnership for Intercity 
Passenger Rail.’ Under the program, projects can expand or establish intercity passenger rail service. The 
legislation authorizes $7.5 billion for the renamed program. The Department of Transportation would use at 
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least 45 percent of program funds for projects that are not located along the Northeast Corridor and 45 
percent for projects that are listed on the Northeast Corridor project inventory.  

Subtitle D – Rail Safety 

Sec. 22415. Speed limit action plans. Requires each railroad carrier providing intercity rail passenger 
transportation or commuter rail passenger transportation to survey its entire system and identify each main 
track location where there is a reduction of more than 20 miles per hour from the approach speed to a curve, 
bridge, or tunnel and the maximum authorized operating speed for passenger trains at that curve, bridge, or 
tunnel. Following the survey, providers shall submit to the Secretary an action plan that identifies the 
reduction tracks; describes appropriate actions to enable warning and enforcement of the maximum 
authorized speed for passenger trains at each location; contains milestones and target dates for implementing 
each appropriate action; and ensures compliance with the maximum authorized speed at each location 
identified.  

Title III – Motor Carrier Safety 

The bill also provides $4.45 billion in guaranteed contract authority from the Highway Trust Fund over FYs 
2022-2026 for the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration.  

Sec. 23001. Authorization of appropriations. Authorizes $4.46 billion for FY 2022 through FY 2026 for the 
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) and related programs covering commercial drivers and 
vehicles. This funding includes $2.03 billion for the Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program; $1.88 billion for 
FMCSA administrative expenses; and $300 million for the High Priority Program for motor carrier safety 
projects.  

Sec. 23003. Combating human trafficking. Amends the High Priority Program to include projects that 
address human trafficking in a commercial motor vehicle or by any driver or passenger.  

Sec. 23010. Automatic emergency braking. Requires the Secretary of Transportation to issue a new safety 
standard requiring new commercial motor vehicles to have automatic emergency braking systems and require 
the system’s use when the vehicle is in operation within two years of the bill’s enactment.  

Sec. 23022. Apprenticeship pilot program. Establishes a driver pilot program allowing apprentices 
younger than 21 to drive commercial motor vehicles, with probationary periods and other restrictions. It is 
limited to 3,000 apprentices at any one time and is terminated three years after the date of establishment.  

Title IV – Highway and Motor Vehicle Safety 

Subtitle A – Highway Traffic Safety 

Sec. 24101. Authorization of appropriations. Authorizes approximately $6.9 billion for FY 2022 through 
2026 for the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and related driver safety programs. 
Within this amount, $1.89 billion is allocated for highway safety programs, $1.76 billion for national priority 
safety programs, $970 million for highway safety research and development, and $205.8 million for NHTSA 
administrative expenses.  
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Sec. 24102. Highway safety programs. Requires states to include in their highway safety programs efforts 
to encourage widespread and correct use of child restraints; reduce crashes caused by misuse or 
misunderstanding of new vehicle technology; provide information relating to child heatstroke death in 
vehicles; reduce injury caused by drivers not moving over for stopped service vehicles; and educate drivers 
about the risks associated with marijuana-impaired driving.  

Sec. 24111. Motorcyclist advisory council. Requires the Secretary to establish the Motorcyclist Advisory 
Council, comprised of 13 members to be appointed by the Secretary.  

Sec. 24112. Safe streets and roads for all grant program. Establishes the Safe Streets and Roads for All 
Program to support local initiatives to prevent death and serious injury on roads and streets. Eligible entities 
include metropolitan planning organizations, political subdivisions of a state, federally recognized Tribal 
governments, and multijurisdictional groups of entities. The legislation authorizes $200 million annually for FY 
2022 through 2026.  

Subtitle B – Vehicle Safety 

Sec. 24201. Authorization of appropriations. Authorizes $1.04 billion for motor vehicle safety for FY 2022 
through 2026.  

Sec. 24208. Crash avoidance technology. Requires the Secretary to establish minimum performance 
standards with respect to crash avoidance technology; and require that all passenger motor vehicles 
manufactured for sale in the U.S. are equipped with certain crash avoidance technologies. 

Title V – Research and Innovation 

Sec. 25002. Smart community resource center. Requires the Secretary to create a website resource 
center, the ‘Smart Community Resource Center,’ that includes a compilation of resources or links to resources 
for states and local communities to use in developing and implementing intelligent transportation system 
programs, or smart community transportation programs.  

Sec. 25005. Strengthening mobility and revolutionizing transportation grant program. Establishes 
the Strengthening Mobility and Revolutionizing Transportation Grant Program to provide grants to states, 
political subdivisions of a state, tribal governments, public transit agencies, public toll authorities, and 
metropolitan planning organizations to conduct demonstration projects focused on advanced smart city or 
community technologies and systems in a variety of communities to improve transportation efficiency and 
safety. The bill authorizes $100 million for each of the first five fiscal years after the date of enactment of the 
bill.  

Sec. 25006. Electric vehicle working group. Establishes a joint electric vehicle working group between the 
Secretaries of Transportation and Energy to make recommendations regarding the development, adoption, 
and integration of light-, medium-, and heavy-duty electric vehicles into the transportation and energy 
systems of the U.S. 
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Title VI – Hazardous Materials 

Sec. 26001. Authorization of appropriations. Authorizes $345 million for FY 2022 through 2026 for the 
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration’s hazardous material safety programs. It also 
reauthorizes spending from the Hazardous Materials Emergency Preparedness Fund for FY 2022 through 2026.  

Sec. 26002. Assistance for local emergency response training grant program. Authorizes the 
Assistance for Local Emergency Response Training (ALERT) grant program, which offers training materials for 
emergency responders on the transportation of hazardous materials. Eligible entities are nonprofit 
organizations that represent first responders or public officials responsible for coordinating disaster response; 
and can provide direct or web-based training to individuals responsible for responding to accidents and 
incidents involving hazardous materials. 

Title VII – General Provisions 

Sec. 27004. Study and reports on the travel and tourism activities of the department. Requires the 
Secretary to conduct a study on the travel and tourism activities within the Department. The study shall 
evaluate how the Department evaluates travel and tourism needs and criteria in considering applications for 
grants under the grant programs of the Department.  

Title VIII – Sport Fish Restoration and Recreational 
Boating Safety 

Sec. 28001. Sport fish restoration and recreational boating safety. Requires the Comptroller General of 
the U.S. to create a report that documents the use of nonmotorized vessels in each state and how the 
increased use of nonmotorized vessels is impacting motorized and nonmotorized vessel access; user conflicts 
at waterway access points; and the use of Sport Fish Restoration Program funds to improve nonmotorized 
access at waterway entry points and the reasons for providing that access and Recreational Boating Safety 
Program funds for nonmotorized boating safety programs.  

The bill also requires the Sport Fishing and Boating Partnership Council to be an advisory committee of the 
Department of the Interior and the Department of Commerce.  

Approved Amendment by the Senate to Division B—“Surface Transportation Investment Act of 2021”: 

• Amendment #2570, introduced by Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY) and agreed to by a vote of 58-39 on 
August 4: creates a new section entitled “Limousine Compliance with Federal Safety Standards,” 
which requires the FMCSA to issue a rule setting new safety standards for limousines within two 
years of enactment of the bill into law. 

https://www.congress.gov/117/crec/2021/08/04/167/139/CREC-2021-08-04-pt1-PgS5840.pdf
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=117&session=1&vote=00292
https://www.schumer.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/almost-three-years-since-the-tragic-schoharie-accident-took-20-lives-schumer-gillibrand-secure-safety-provisions-in-infrastructure-bill-setting-federal-limo-safety-standards-and-closing-deadly-loopholes-to-get-dangerous-limos-off-roads-and-save-lives
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Division C – Transit 
The bill also provides $69.9 billion in guaranteed contract authority from the Highway Trust Fund over FYs 
2022-2026 for the programs within Division C of the bill.  

Sec. 30002. Metropolitan transportation planning. Requires housing, and the connection between 
housing and employment, to be considered as part of metropolitan planning processes. 

Sec. 30004. Planning programs. Allows a 90 percent federal match for activities that assist parts of an 
urbanized area or rural area with lower population density or lower average income levels compared to the 
applicable or adjoining urbanized/rural areas. 

Sec. 30005. Fixed guideway capital investment grants. Increases the federal cost cap for small starts 
projects to $150 million, from $100 million, and the limit on total capital costs to $400 million, from $300 
million. 

Sec. 30006. Formula grants for rural areas. Amends several of the allocations under formula grants for 
rural areas. 

Sec. 30007. Public transportation innovation. Directs the Transportation Secretary to publish annual 
reports regarding public transportation innovation research; amends the Low or No Emission Vehicle 
Component Assessment; and amends the Accelerated Implementation and Deployment of Advanced Digital 
Construction Management Systems.  

Sec. 30008. Bus testing facilities. Allows facilities operated and maintained under the Bus Testing Facilities 
formula program to be used for the acquisition of equipment and capital projects related to testing new bus 
models.  

Sec. 30009. Transit-oriented development. Adds the term “site-specific plan” under the transit-oriented 
development statute. 

Sec. 30011. Public transportation emergency relief program. Requires demonstration of proof of 
insurance to the Transportation Secretary for all structures related to the grant application for this program. 

Sec. 30012. Public transportation safety program. Expands the term “state of good repair” for the 
public transportation safety program, among other modifications to the program. 

Sec. 30014. National transit database. Includes the term “geographic service area coverage” as part of the 
National Transit Database statute. 

Sec. 30015. Apportionment of appropriations for formula grants. Allows three percent of funds to be 
apportioned to urbanized areas with populations of less than 200,000 for each of fiscal year 2022 through 
2026 for small, urbanized areas.  

Sec. 30016. State of good repair grants. Authorizes competitive grants for rail vehicle replacement within 
the State of Good Repair formula funding. 

Sec. 30017. Authorizations. Authorizes the following funding levels over fiscal years 2022 through 2026: 

• $33.5 billion for Urbanized Area Formula Grants.  
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• $18.4 billion for the State of Good Repair Grants Program for upgrading older rail and bus systems in 
urbanized areas.  

• $15 billion for Capital Investment Grants for fixed guideway projects such as rapid and commuter rail, 
streetcars, bus rapid transit, and ferries. 

• $4.58 billion for public transportation in rural areas.  
• $2.34 billion for low- or zero-emission bus grants. At least 5% would be used for training workers to 

use the buses.  
• $1.94 billion for improving transit services for seniors and individuals with disabilities in urbanized 

and rural areas. 

Sec. 30018. Grants for buses and bus facilities. Authorizes $3.16 billion for bus and facility formula 
grants. (Bus and Bus Facilities formula grants were authorized at $2.23 billion under the FAST Act.) 

Sec. 30019. Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority safety, accountability, and 
investment. Authorizes a total of $1.35 billion from fiscal years 2022 through 2030 (or $150 million annually) 
for the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, while requiring changes to its Office of Inspector 
General, including independent hiring and budget authority. (WMATA grants were authorized at $150 million 
annually for each of fiscal years 2009 through 2018 under the Passenger Rail Investment and Improvement Act 
of 2008.) 

Division D – Energy 

Title I – Grid infrastructure and Resiliency 

Subtitle A—Grid Infrastructure Resilience and Reliability 

Sec. 40101. Preventing outages and enhancing the resilience of the electric grid. Establishes and 
appropriates $5 billion ($1B/year for 5 years) for a grant program for utilities and others that operate 
generation, transmission, or distribution facilities for grid related investments. The program would direct 
grants to utilities and other providers for all states except California. Unlike the other states, up to 20% of the 
total funding would go directly to the State of California, which would then distribute to utilities and providers. 
Subsequent grants from the State of California could be used, with several specific exclusions, as outlined 
below. 

The bill requires a one-to-one non-federal match for these grants. Additionally, it sets aside 10% of California 
funding (and 50% of non-California funding) for entities that sell less than 4 million megawatt hours per year. 
It also appears to have a lower matching requirement for smaller providers, but the legislative text was 
unclear as to the lowered matching requirement.  

Sec. 40102. Hazard mitigation using disaster assistance. Amends the Stafford Act to include wildfire in 
the FEMA hazard mitigation program, which allows for federal contribution of up to 75 percent of the cost of 
hazard mitigation determined to “substantially reduce the risk of, or increase resilience to, future damage, 
hardship, loss, or suffering in any area affected by a major disaster.”   

Sec. 40103. Electric grid reliability and resilience research, development, and demonstration. 
Establishes and appropriates $5 billion ($1B/year for 5 years) for a new program to provide federal financial 
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assistance to demonstrate innovative deployment of transmission, storage, and distribution infrastructure 
that improves resilience and reliability. It also directs the Department of Energy (DOE) to develop a framework 
to assess the resilience of energy infrastructure in rural areas. 

Sec. 40104. Utility demand response. Amends the Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA) by adding a 
federal standard regarding demand response practices that electric regulators and nonregulated utilities “shall 
consider” and “make a determination concerning whether or not it is appropriate to implement” within a year 
of enactment. The new standard states that “[e]ach electric utility shall promote the use of demand-response 
practices by commercial, residential, and industrial consumers to reduce electricity consumption during 
periods of unusually high demand.” It also includes provisions related to rate recovery for implementation.  

Amends the Energy Policy and Conservation Act to add demand-response practices and technology as optional 
features of State Emergency Conservation Plans and in DOE’s Federal Energy Management Program. 

Sec. 40105. Siting of interstate electric transmission facilities. Amends the section of the Federal Power 
Act related to designation of National Interest Electric Transmission Corridors by requiring states and tribes to 
report on transmission capacity constraints and adding directives for DOE to assess carbon reduction and 
integration of renewables when designating corridors, in addition to more technical modifications. 

Amends the Federal Power Act to allow FERC, after determining that the transmission permit applicant has 
engaged states and non-federal entities in good faith consultations, to issue permits for construction or 
modification of certain interstate transmission facilities if a state commission withholds or denies an 
application.  

Sec. 40106. Transmission facilitation program. Establishes a revolving loan fund and authorizes DOE to 
enter contracts or other arrangements to participate in transmission line construction or upgrade projects, 
including buying up to 50% of planned capacity. 

Sec. 40107. Deployment of technologies to enhance grid flexibility. Amends the Energy Independence 
and Security Act of 2007, which established the Smart Grid Investment Matching Grant Program to provide 
matching grants for qualifying Smart Grid investments, by adding data analytics, devices, broadband and 
software, and other features that allow smart grid functions as eligible projects. This includes investments that 
improve the ability to minimize blackouts in the case of extreme weather events or natural disasters “such as 
wildfires.” This provision also updates the definition of “smart grid functions,” and authorizes $3 billion in 
funding for the program.  

Sec. 40108. State energy security plans. Authorizes federal assistance for the creation of State Energy 
Security Plans that address potential hazards and provide risk assessment mitigation. 

Sec. 40109. State energy program. Authorizes and appropriates $500 million to remain available through 
2029 for the DOE State Energy Program to support state, local and tribal governments’ efforts related to 
transmission and distribution planning, including studies and routing, design and permitting, and stakeholder 
outreach. Also adds programs that support efforts to “reduce carbon emissions in the transportation sector by 
2050” to the list of optional features in state energy conservation plans eligible for federal assistance.  

Sec. 40110. Power Marketing Administration transmission borrowing authority. Provides additional 
$10 billion in borrowing authority for the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) to undertake construction, 
acquisition, and replacement of the Federal Columbia River Power System and to implement other authorities. 
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Sec. 40111. Study of Codes and Standards for use of energy storage systems across sectors. 
Requires DOE to conduct a study and report on codes and standards for energy storage systems to identify 
barriers, promote collaboration, enhance safety, and identify where codes and standards exist and can be 
improved.   

Sec. 40112. Demonstration of electric vehicle battery second-life applications for grid services. 
Amends DOE’s Energy Storage System Research, Development, and Deployment Program to require the 
Department to carry out a demonstration project focused on second-life applications of electric vehicle (EV) 
batteries as “aggregated energy storage installations to provide services to the electric grid.” 

Sec. 40113. Columbia Basin power management. Establishes an account in the Treasury that the BPA 
Administrator can use to make expenditures that directly or indirectly facilitate transfers of renewable electric 
generation in western United States and Canada. Also directs the Commissioner of Reclamation to 
“rehabilitate and enhance” the John W. Keys III Pump Generating Plant at Grand Coulee Dam and directs $1 
billion of non-reimbursable funds for that purpose. Directs $10 million for BPA to conduct a study on “the 
potential hydroelectric power value to the Pacific Northwest of increasing the coordination of the operation of 
hydroelectric and water storage facilities on rivers located in the United States and Canada.” 

Subtitle B—Cybersecurity  

Sec. 40121. Enhancing grid security through public-private partnerships. Directs the Secretary of 
Energy, in consultation with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and other appropriate federal 
agencies, to establish a program to assist electric utilities with cyber and physical security improvements. The 
functions of the program include developing and promoting “voluntary implementation” of models for 
assessing and auditing physical and cyber security, providing training and technical assistance, partnering with 
electric utilities to advance third-party vendors that manufacture grid components, and increasing 
opportunities for data and best practices sharing.  

Approved Amendment by the Senate to Section 40121—“Enhancing Grid Security Through Public-Private 
Partnerships”: 

• Amendment #2464, introduced by Sen. Gary Peters (D-MI) and agreed to by a vote of 96-2 on 
August 4: amends section 40121 to require cybersecurity efforts in Division D (“Energy”) be 
coordinated with the Department of Homeland Security. 

Sec. 40122. Energy Cyber Sense program. Creates a new Energy Cyber Sense program to voluntarily test 
the cybersecurity of products and technologies intended for use in the bulk-power system and appropriates 
$250 million to fund the grant program. 

Sec. 40123. Incentives for advanced cybersecurity technology investment. Amends the Federal Power 
Act to direct FERC to develop incentives that would encourage investment in cybersecurity technology and 
information sharing programs for regulated utilities.  

Sec. 40124. Rural and municipal utility advanced cybersecurity grant and technical assistance 
program. Similar to the provision in the PROTECT Act (S. 1400), introduced by Sens. Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) 
and Joe Manchin (D-WV), establishes a competitive grant program to provide funding and technical assistance 
to cooperative and public power utilities, along with small IOUs, to deploy cyber technologies and increase 
participation in threat information sharing programs. 

https://www.congress.gov/117/crec/2021/08/03/167/138/CREC-2021-08-03-pt1-PgS5726.pdf
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=117&session=1&vote=00301
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/1400?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22s+1400%22%5D%7D&s=1&r=1
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Sec. 40125. Enhanced grid security. Directs DOE, in consultation with the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS), to establish a program to research, develop, and demonstrate advanced cyber security 
technologies and appropriates $250 million ($50M/year over 5 years) for the new program. Allows DOE to 
carry out a program to enhance and expand coordination and work with the intelligence community, the E-
ISAC and small electric utilities and appropriates a total of $50 million over 5 years for the program. Directs 
DOE to develop an “advanced energy security program” to “increase the functional preservation of electric 
grid operations or natural gas and oil operations in the face of natural and human-made threats and hazards, 
including electric magnetic pulse and geomagnetic disturbances.” 

Sec. 40126. Cybersecurity plan. Authorizes DOE to require any entity receiving funding from a program 
authorized by this title to submit a cybersecurity plan that demonstrates cybersecurity “maturity” and 
establish a plan for maintaining cybersecurity. 

Title II – Supply Chains for Clean Energy Technologies 

Sec. 40201. Earth mapping resources initiative. Appropriates $320 million for the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) to undertake an Earth Mapping Resources Initiative to complete a comprehensive national modern 
surface and subsurface mapping and data integration effort. 

Sec. 40202. National Cooperative geologic mapping program. Amends the National Geologic Mapping 
Act of 1992 to require inclusion of mapping of abandoned mine lands and mine waste and extends the 
authorization of appropriations for the underlying program.  

Sec. 40203. National geological and geophysical data preservation program. amends the National 
Geological and Geophysical Data Preservation Program to allow retention and preservation of samples of 
critical minerals.  

Sec. 40204. USGS energy and minerals research facility. Provides $167 million for USGS for construction 
and development of an energy and minerals research facility in partnership with an academic partner. 

Sec. 40205. Rare earth elements demonstration facility. Appropriates $140 million for DOE to construct 
and develop a rare earth elements demonstration facility. 

Sec. 40206. Critical minerals supply chains and reliability. Requires the Bureau of Land Management 
and Forest Service to undertake a review and report of permit timeliness and efficiency for critical minerals 
development projects, including recommendations for improvement. 

Sec. 40207. Battery processing and manufacturing. Establishes and provides $3 billion for a new 
‘‘Battery Material Processing Grant Program’’ at DOE to provide grants for battery or critical mineral 
processing demonstration projects, new commercial-scale battery material processing facilities, and upgrading 
or expanding existing battery material processing facilities. Establishes and provides $3 billion for a new 
“battery manufacturing and recycling grant program” that provides grants for demonstration projects and 
construction, or expansion commercial-scale facilities focused on advanced manufacturing of batteries, 
battery components, or battery recycling. $125 million is also provided for a new grant program for battery 
recycling research and development and for states and local governments to assist in battery collection, 
recycling, and reprocessing programs. 
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Sec. 40208. Electric drive vehicle battery recycling and second-life applications program. Provides 
$200 million for DOE to advance research, development, and demonstration of vehicle battery recycling and 
second-life applications. 

Sec. 40209. Advanced energy manufacturing and recycling grant program. Provides $750 million for 
DOE to establish an advanced energy manufacturing and recycling grant program. 

Sec. 40210. Critical minerals mining and recycling research. Provides $500 million for competitive grant 
programs to award funding to academia, the National Laboratories, or non-profit organizations to support 
basic research that will accelerate critical mineral production innovation. Adds a program to award up to $10 
million in grants for demonstration projects related to the development, processing, or recycling of critical 
minerals. 

Sec. 40211. 21st century energy workforce advisory board. Directs DOE to establish the “‘21st Century 
Energy Workforce Advisory Board’’ with the purpose of developing a strategy to support and development of 
a skilled energy workforce and make recommendations in a report every two years. Directs the new advisory 
board to give special consideration to increasing outreach and make resources available to “minority-serving 
institutions, veterans, and displaced and unemployed energy workers.”  

Title III – Carbon Capture, Utilization, Storage, and 
Transportation Infrastructure 

Subtitle A—Carbon Capture, Utilization, Storage, and Transportation 
Infrastructure 

Sec. 40301. Findings. Provides Congressional findings regarding the importance of industry to the economy 
and needs and impediments for implementing carbon capture, removal, and utilization technologies.  

Sec. 40302. Carbon utilization program. Amends the DOE Carbon Utilization Program to authorize 
development or procurement of standards and certifications that facilitate commercialization of carbon 
capture technologies and establishes a grant program for states, local governments, and public utilities or 
agencies to purchase commercial products that use anthropogenic carbon oxides and reduce lifecycle 
greenhouse gas emissions. Appropriates roughly $310 million over 5 years for the program.  

Sec. 40303. Carbon capture technology program. Amends the DOE carbon capture technology program 
to require that it include “carbon dioxide transport infrastructure necessary to enable deployment of carbon 
capture, utilization, and storage technologies,’’ and directs $100 million for that purpose.  

Sec. 40304. Carbon dioxide transportation infrastructure finance and innovation. Establishes a 
Carbon Dioxide Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Program at DOE to provide secured 
loans or loan guarantees for “carbon dioxide transportation infrastructure or associated equipment, including 
pipeline, shipping, rail, or other transportation infrastructure and associated equipment, that will transport, or 
handle carbon dioxide captured from anthropogenic sources or ambient air” that exceed $100 million. Details 
eligibility, application, and repayment criteria; requires projects receiving financing help to use U.S. iron, steel, 
and manufactured goods; and appropriates $900 million for the program.  
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Sec. 40305. Carbon storage validation and testing. Amends the DOE carbon storage R&D program by 
adding a commercialization component to fund new or expanded large-scale carbon sequestration projects. 
$2.5 billion is provided for the program.  

Sec. 40306. Secure geologic storage permitting. Appropriates $25 million for EPA to permit wells for the 
purpose of carbon dioxide sequestration under the Safe Drinking Water Act; requires EPA to establish a grant 
program for states to defray expenses associated with well permitting; and appropriates $50 million for that 
purpose.  

Sec. 40307. Geologic carbon sequestration on the outer Continental Shelf. Amends the Outer 
Continental Shelf Lands Act to provide for injection of a carbon dioxide stream into sub-seabed geologic 
formations for the purpose of long-term carbon sequestration and requires DOI to issue regulations on the 
matter within one year.  

Sec. 40308. Carbon removal. Establishes a program to provide funding for projects that contribute to the 
development of four regional direct air capture hubs and directs $3.5 billion for that purpose.  

Subtitle B—Hydrogen Research and Development 

Sec. 40313. Clean hydrogen research and development program. This section establishes a clean 
hydrogen program aimed at cost reduction and increased production of clean hydrogen, including thought 
research and development and support for pipelines, and retrofitting of existing natural gas pipelines for 
hydrogen.  

Sec. 40314. Additional clean hydrogen programs. Establishes and appropriates $8 billion to DOE to 
support development of four regional clean hydrogen hubs to advance a clean hydrogen production standard, 
and demonstrate the production, processing, delivery, storage and end-use of clean hydrogen. Requires DOE 
to develop a national strategy to facilitate development and deployment of clean hydrogen, appropriates 
$500 million for a grant program for R&D projects related to clean hydrogen and another $1 billion for a 
program to improve efficiency and reduce the cost of hydrogen electrolysis.  

Sec. 40315. Clean hydrogen production qualifications. Requires EPA and DOI to establish standards for 
the carbon intensity of clean hydrogen production and defines clean hydrogen as 2 kilograms of carbon 
dioxide per kilogram of hydrogen. 

Subtitle C—Nuclear Energy Infrastructure 
Sec. 40321. Infrastructure planning for micro and small modular nuclear reactors. Requires DOE to 
submit a report to Congress on the benefits of small modular nuclear reactors and reducing carbon emissions. 
Directs DOE to offer financial and technical assistance for entities assessing the feasibility of deploying micro 
and small modular reactors.    

Sec. 40323. Civil nuclear credit program. Provides $6 billion to support existing nuclear reactors in 
competitive markets at risk of closure 

Subtitle D—Hydropower 

Sec. 40331. Hydroelectric production incentives. Appropriates $125 million for the hydropower 
production and efficiency incentives established in the Energy Policy Act of 2005. 
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Sec. 40332. Hydroelectric efficiency improvement incentives. Appropriates $75 million for hydro 
efficiency improvements and increases the federal incentive payment limit from 10 percent up to 30 percent 
for capital project costs. The maximum federal incentive payment for improvements at a single facility is $5 
million in any one fiscal year (an increase from the previous cap of $750,000). 

Sec. 40333. Maintaining and enhancing hydroelectricity incentives. Directs $553.6 million to incentive 
payments to the owners or operators of qualified hydroelectric facilities for capital improvements that 
improve grid resiliency, improve dam safety to ensure acceptable performance under all loading conditions, or 
make environmental improvements. 

Sec. 40334. Pumped storage hydropower wind and solar integration and system reliability 
initiative. Provides $2 billion to provide financial assistance for design, transmission studies, power market 
assessments and permitting of pumped storage hydropower projects that facilitate long-term storage of 
renewable electricity. Projects must be designed to provide a minimum of 1,000 megawatts of storage 
capacity and be able to provide usage in more than one organized electricity market. 

Sec. 40335. Authority for pumped storage hydropower development using multiple Bureau of 
Reclamation reservoirs. Amends the Reclamation Projects Act to clarify the division of authority between 
BOR and FERC for pumped storage projects, and authority for BOR to provide technical and financial 
assistance for aquifer recharge. 

Sec. 40336. Limitations on issuance of certain leases of power privilege. Sets a specific process for the 
Banks Lake pumped storage project in Washington, which is the only existing project that would be affected 
by the amendments to the Reclamation Projects Act in Section 40335.  

Subtitle E—Miscellaneous 

Sec. 40341. Solar energy technologies on current and former mine land. Amends DOE’s solar energy 
R&D program to include a review of the technical and economic viability of siting solar energy facilities on 
mine lands. 

Sec. 40342. Clean energy demonstration program on current and former mine land. Establishes and 
provides $500 million for a program at DOE to demonstrate the viability of placing clean energy projects on 
former mine lands.  

Sec. 40343. Leases, easements, and rights-of-way for energy and related purposes on the outer 
Continental Shelf. Amends the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act to include electric storage, in addition to 
transmission, as eligible for leases and other agreements of submerged lands in the Outer Continental Shelf. 

Title IV – Enabling Energy Infrastructure Investment 
and Data Collection 

Subtitle A—Department of Energy Loan Program 

Sec. 40401. Department of Energy loan programs. Expands eligibility for the Title XVII Innovative Energy 
Loan Guarantee Program to include projects that increase the domestically produced supply of critical 
minerals and amends the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act by removing requirements that an Alaskan natural 
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gas pipeline transport gas to West Coast states or the continental United States to receive DOE loan 
guarantees. 

Subtitle B—Energy Information Administration 

Sec. 40411 - Sec. 40419. Makes a series of changes and directives for the Energy Information Administration 
regarding data collection, modeling and reporting of various energy and related supply chains. This includes 
collection and analysis of data on demand and operation of the bulk electric system, energy use, EV 
integration into the grid, mineral use in the energy sector, international energy data, and the cost of carbon 
abatement in the electric sector. Section 40417 also calls for updating of the National Energy Modeling 
System.  

Subtitle C—Miscellaneous 
Sec. 40431. Consideration of measures to promote greater electrification of the transportation 
sector. Amends PURPA by adding a federal standard that each State “shall consider measures to promote 
greater electrification of the transportation sector” within 1 year of enactment. 

Sec. 40433. Digital climate solutions report. Requires DOE to submit a report to Congress assessing the 
use of digital tools and platforms as climate solutions, including artificial intelligence and machine learning, 
and blockchain technologies. 

Sec. 40434. Study and report of job loss and impacts on consumer energy costs due to the 
revocation of the Keystone XL pipeline permit. Requires a study and report by the Secretary of Energy on 
job loss and impacts on consumer energy costs due to the revocation of the permit for the Keystone XL 
pipeline.  

Sec. 40435. Study on impact of electric vehicles. Requires DOE to study and submit a report to Congress 
regarding the “cradle to grave environmental impact” of EVs.   

Sec. 40436. Study on impact of forced labor in China on the electric vehicle supply chain. Requires 
DOE to study and submit a report to Congress regarding the impact of forced labor in China on the EV supply 
chain. 

Title V – Energy Efficiency and Building Infrastructure 

Subtitle A—Residential and Commercial Energy Efficiency 
Sec. 40502. Energy efficiency revolving loan fund capitalization grant program. Provides $250 million 
for a new program at DOE to provide capitalization grants to states to establish a revolving loan fund to 
provide loans and grants for various energy efficiency activities and investments.  

Sec. 40503. Energy auditor training grant program. Establishes and provides $40 million for a 
competitive grant program at DOE to award grants to eligible states to train individuals to conduct energy 
audits or surveys of commercial and residential buildings. 
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Subtitle B—Buildings 
Sec. 40511. Cost-effective codes implementation for efficiency and resilience. Amends the Energy 
Conservation and Production Act to establish within DOE’s Building Technologies Office a program to award 
grants to state and tribal entities to enable sustained cost-effective implementation of updated building 
energy codes. $225 million is also provided for this new program.  

Sec. 40512. Building, training, and assessment centers. Requires DOE to provide grants to academic 
instructions to establish building training and assessment centers and provides $10 million for that purpose.  

Sec. 40513. Career skills training. Establishes and provides $10 million for a grant program to award up to 
50 percent of the cost of career skills training programs where “students concurrently receive classroom 
instruction and on the-job training for the purpose of obtaining an industry related certification to install 
energy efficient buildings technologies.” 

Sec. 40514. Commercial building energy consumption information sharing. Requires the Energy 
Information Administration (EIA) and EPA to sign an information sharing agreement related to commercial 
building energy consumption.  

Subtitle C—Industrial Energy Efficiency 
Sec. 40521. Future of industry program and industrial research and assessment centers. Amends 
DOE’s energy-intensive industries program to add water and wastewater treatment facilities and establishes a 
program to fund academic institutions to create industrial research and assessment centers and appropriates 
$150 million for the programs. This section also establishes and provides $400 million to undertake an 
implementation grant program for projects focused on energy efficiency, cybersecurity, or reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions at industrial plants.  

Sec. 40522. Sustainable manufacturing initiative. Directs DOE to carry out a technical assessments 
program to identify opportunities for industrial efficiency, waste reduction, and other improvements, 
including undertaking a joint industry-government research and development program. 

Sec. 40532. Leveraging existing agency programs to assist small and medium manufacturers. 
Directs DOE to expand the technologies covered by the industrial research and assessment centers to include 
smart manufacturing and provide tools to these industrial research and assessment centers to allow them to 
provide technical assistance. 

Sec. 40533. Leveraging smart manufacturing infrastructure at National Laboratories. Directs DOE to 
conduct a study on how it can access high-performance computing resources in the National Labs for small 
and medium manufacturers. 

Sec. 40534. State manufacturing leadership. Authorizes DOE to provide financial assistance to states for 
establishing programs to support implementation of smart manufacturing technologies and appropriates $50 
million for the program. 

Subtitle D—Schools and Nonprofits 

Sec. 40541. Grants for energy efficiency improvements and renewable energy improvements at 
public school facilities. Provides $500 million for DOE to provide competitive grants to make energy 
efficiency, renewable energy, and EV upgrades and improvements at public schools. 
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Sec. 40542. Energy efficiency materials pilot program. Appropriates $50 million for grants for certain 
buildings to install energy-efficiency materials. 

Subtitle E—Miscellaneous 

Sec. 40551. Weatherization assistance program. Provides $3.5 billion for DOE’s weatherization 
assistance program. 

Sec. 40552. Energy efficiency and conservation block grant program. Provides $550 million for DOE’s 
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program – revitalizing a popular program for local 
governments that was borne out of the Obama-era stimulus package.  

Sec. 40553. Survey, analysis, and report on employment and demographics in the energy, energy 
efficiency, and motor vehicle sectors of the United States. Requires DOE to establish the “Energy Jobs 
Council” to survey and analyze employment figures and demographics of the energy, energy efficiency, and 
motor vehicle sectors.  

Sec. 40554. Assisting federal facilities with energy conservation technologies grant program. 
Provides $250 million for energy efficiency at federal facilities. 

Sec. 40555. Rebates. Provides $10 million each for the extended product system and energy efficient 
transformer rebate programs.  

Sec. 40556. Model guidance for combined heat and power systems and waste heat to power 
systems. Directs DOE, in consultation with FERC, to review existing rules and procedures to identify barriers 
to deployment of combined heat and power systems, and issue model guidance for state regulatory agencies 
to reduce identified those barriers. 

Title VI – Methane Reduction Infrastructure 

Sec. 40601. Orphaned well site plugging, remediation, and restoration. Establishes and provides over 
$4.7 billion for programs to plug, remediate, and reclaim orphaned wells, including support for state and tribal 
programs. 

Title VII – Abandoned Mine Land Reclamation 

Sec. 40701 – Sec. 40703. Provides $11.3 billion for the Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund, extends the 
abandoned mine reclamation fee for 15 years, reduces the rate per ton required to be paid by coal companies, 
and amends the distribution of the fund.  

Sec. 40704. Abandoned hard rock mine reclamation. Establishes a program at DOI to inventory, assess, 
decommission, reclaim, and respond to hazardous substance releases on, and remediate abandoned hard rock 
mine land and provide grants to states and tribes for this purpose. $3 billion is provided for this program, with 
50 percent going to states and tribes and 50 percent to DOI to carry out the work.  
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Title VIII – Natural Resources-Related Infrastructure, 
Wildfire Management, and Ecosystem Restoration 

Sec. 40801. Forest Service legacy road and trail remediation program. Establishes and provides $250 
million for the Forest Service Legacy Road and Trail Remediation Program to improve and decommission 
existing roads in the National Forest System.  

Sec. 40802. Study and report on feasibility of revegetating reclaimed mine sites. Directs the Office of 
Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement at DOI to conduct a study and report to Congress on the 
feasibility of revegetating reclaimed mine sites.  

Sec. 40803. Wildfire risk reduction. Provides $3.37 billion for DOI and the Forest Service (FS) to undertake 
treatments to reduce fire risk of federal and tribal forest lands with very high wildfire hazard potential, 
including at least 10 million acres located in the wildland-urban interface or source water areas. The funding is 
directed as follows: 

• $600 million for salaries, with direction to the Director of the Office of Personnel Management to 
develop a distinct ‘‘wildland firefighter’’ occupational series, make wildland firefighters eligible for 
hazard pay, direct DOI and the FS to convert 1,000 seasonal firefighters to full time, and increase the 
base pay of wildland firefighters.  

• $500 million for a new Community Wildfire Defense Grant Program to develop or revise community 
wildfire protection plans or carry out projects in those plans.  

• $500 million for conducting mechanical or precommercial thinning. 
• $500 million to DOI and FS for prescribed fires. 
• $500 million for developing “control locations” and installing firebreaks. 
• $200 million for contracting and crews to remove flammable vegetation on federal lands and 

encourage use of that material for biochar and other forest products. 
• $200 million of post-fire restoration. 
• $100 million for FS for collaboration and collaboration-based activities, including facilitation, 

certification of collaboratives, and planning and implementing projects under the Collaborative Forest 
Landscape Restoration Program. 

• $100 million for DOI and FS to do pre-fire planning, workforce trainings, and other activities. 
• $20 million for DOI and FS to enter agreements to use NOAA’s Geostationary Operational 

Environmental Satellite Program to rapidly detect and report wildfire starts. 
• $50 million for DOI to establish a pilot program to provide local governments financial assistance for 

acquisition of vehicle fleets that can be quickly converted to be operated as fire engines. 
• $1.2 million to publish a map every 5 years depicting at-risk communities. 
• $20 million for FS to partner with the Southwest Ecological Restoration Institute. 
• $20 million for activities conducted by the Joint Fire Science Program. 
• $8 million of firewood banks. 
• $10 million for wildfires detection and monitoring equipment. 

Sec. 40804. Ecosystem restoration. Provides $2.12 billion for ecosystem restoration, and directs DOI and 
FS as follows: 
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• $300 million for DOI and FS to undertake projects over 10,000 acres that restore ecological health of 
federal lands.  

• $200 million for states and tribes to implement restoration projects on federal lands using good 
neighbor agreements.  

• $400 million for DOI to provide grants to states and tribes to implement ecosystem restoration 
projects on private or public land, prioritizing cross boundary projects.  

• $50 million for grants to states and tribes to establish rental programs for equipment that minimizes 
stream bed disturbance. 

• $200 million for invasive species prevention and eradication. 
• $100 million to restore recreation sites. 
• $200 million to restore native vegetation and environmental hazards on mined lands. 
• $200 million to establish and implement a national revegetation effort on federal and non-federal 

land, including implementation of the National Seed Strategy for Rehabilitation and Restoration. 
• $80 million to establish and implement a restoration program at USDA to restore water quality and 

fish passage on federal lands.  

Sec. 40806. Establishment of fuel breaks in forests and other wildland vegetation. Creates a 
categorial exclusion under NEPA for certain forest management activities, including establishing fire breaks up 
to 1,000 feet wide and less than 3,000 acres.   

Sec. 40807. Emergency actions. Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to designate an “emergency 
situation” on Forest Service lands and undertake a host of actions to mitigate the threat with streamlined 
environmental and procedural analysis, including action/no action consideration under NEPA and a higher bar 
for courts to enjoin projects. Authorized activities to be undertaken in under an “emergency situation” include 
tree salvage, commercial or noncommercial harvesting of insect damaged trees, reforestation, removal of 
hazardous fuels, restoration of water sources, reconstruction or replacement of utility lines, and others.  

Approved Amendment by the Senate to Title VIII of Division D, “Natural Resources-Related Infrastructure, 
Wildfire Management, and Ecosystem Restoration”: 

• Amendment #2548, introduced by Sen. Michael Bennet (D-CO) and agreed to by voice vote on 
August 4: includes a new section entitled “Joint Chiefs Landscape Restoration Partnership Program.” 
The amendment would: 

o Formally authorize the Joint Chiefs’ Landscape Restoration Partnership between the Chief of 
the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) and Chief of the Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS) to improve the health and resilience of forest landscapes and grasslands across 
federal and non-federal land. 

o Support voluntary activities and projects across public and private land that reduce wildfire 
risk, protect water supplies, or improve wildlife habitat for at-risk species.   

o Prioritize projects that reduce wildfire risk in municipal watersheds or the wildland-urban 
interface, are developed through a collaborative process, or increase forest business and 
workforce opportunities. 

o Require the USDA to perform outreach, provide public notice, and make information on the 
program available to landowners, tribes, states, and local governments. 

o Improve accountability by requiring a review of program delivery, data, and outcomes, and 
establishing annual reporting requirements to Congress. 

https://www.congress.gov/117/crec/2021/08/04/167/139/CREC-2021-08-04-pt1-PgS5840.pdf
https://www.bennet.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/press-releases?id=04185475-79D6-40B4-9E53-0B55495CF76C
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o Authorize $90 million annually for the Joint Chiefs’ Landscape Restoration Partnership, to be 
split between the USFS (at least 40%) and the NRCS (at least 40%). The remaining funds may 
also be used for technical assistance, project development, or local capacity. 

Title IX – Western Water Infrastructure 

Sec. 40901. Authorizations of appropriations. Allocates of $8.3 billion in funding for the Bureau of 
Reclamation (BOR) as follows: 

• $1.15 billion for surface and groundwater storage, and conveyance projects in accordance with Sec. 
40902, including $100 million for small surface and groundwater storage projects established in Sec. 
40903. 

• $3.2 billion for the Aging Infrastructure Account including certain allocations for projects as outlined 
in section 40904.  

• $1 billion for Water Recycling including $450 million for the new authorized large water 
recycling project grant program established in Sec. 40905.  

• $250 million for desalination projects.  
• $1 billion for authorized Rural Water Projects.  
• $500 million for the BOR Safety of Dams program.  
• $300 million for Colorado River Drought Contingency Plan implementation as outlined in Sec. 40906.  
• $250 million for the Aquatic Ecosystem Restoration Program. 
• $400 million for WaterSMART, including $100 million for natural infrastructure projects. 
• $100 million for the Cooperative Watershed Management program. 
• $100 million for Watershed enhancement projects pursuant to Sec. 40907. 
• $50 million Colorado River Endangered Species Recovery and Conservation Programs. 

Sec. 40902. Water storage, groundwater storage, and conveyance projects. Allocates $1.15 billion for 
storage, groundwater storage, and conveyance projects and establishes eligible projects for the funds. 
Eligibility includes projects that have received funding from the WIIN Act, with the exception of the Shasta 
Dam Raise and Temperance Flat project, along with the Verde Reservoirs Sediment Mitigation Project in 
Arizona and the Tualatin River Basin Project in Oregon.  

Sec. 40903. Small water storage and groundwater storage projects. Establishes a new program 
structured on the Title XVI water reuse program that provides 25% grants for small surface and groundwater 
storage projects between 2,000 and 30,000 acre-feet.  

Sec. 40904. Critical maintenance and repair. Authorizes projects that have had a critical failure within the 
last 2 years to enactment of this Act or certain Carey Act Projects to access a portion of $3.2 billion 
appropriated into the BOR Aging Infrastructure Account and makes those funds non-reimbursable.  

Sec. 40905. Competitive grant program for large-scale water recycling and reuse program. 
Establishes a new competitive grant program for large water recycling projects that are over $500 million, 
providing grants up to 25% of the project cost without a total dollar cap.  

Sec. 40906. Drought contingency plan funding requirements. Provides $250 million for the Lower 
Colorado River Basin and $50 million for the Upper Colorado River Basin to implement their Drought 
Contingency Plans. Funding for the Yuma Desalting Plant is prohibited. 
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Sec. 40907. Multi-benefit projects to improve watershed health. Establishes a new competitive grant 
program for “habitat restoration projects that improve watershed health in a river basin that is adversely 
impacted by a Bureau of Reclamation water project.” 

Sec. 40908. Eligible desalination projects. Makes technical correction to Water Desalination Act. 

Sec. 40909. Clarification of authority to use coronavirus fiscal recovery funds to meet a non-
Federal matching requirement for authorized Bureau of Reclamation water projects. Authorizes 
COVID relief funds to be used by certain projects to meet non-Federal matching requirements. 

Sec. 40910. Federal assistance for groundwater recharge, aquifer storage, and water source 
substitution projects. Authorizes the Bureau of Reclamation, at the request of a states, water users or 
tribes, to provide technical or financial assistance for aquifer recharge projects. 

Title X – Authorization of Appropriations for Energy 
Act of 2020 

Sec. 41001-41008. Directs funds to certain research, development, and demonstration programs authorized 
by the Energy Act of 2020 as follows: 

• $355 and $150 million, respectively, for two programs related to energy storage demonstration and 
other projects. 

• $3.2 billion for advanced nuclear reactor demonstration projects. 
• $665 million for several critical mineral and rare earth element programs at DOE. 
• $937 million for large-scale carbon capture and sequestration pilot projects and over $2 billion for 

carbon capture demonstration projects. 
• $115 million for precommercial ($15M) and commercial ($100M) direct air capture technology prizes 

at DOE. 
• $106 million for hydropower and marine energy projects. 
• $84 million, $100 million, and $80 million, respectively, for DOE to do research and development for 

geothermal, wind, and solar energy. 
• $250 million for demonstration projects that reduce industrial emissions.  

Title XI – Wage Rate Requirements 

Sec. 41101. Wage rate requirements. Applies Davis-Bacon prevailing wage requirements on projects 
funded by this Division (i.e., Energy).  

Title XII – Miscellaneous 

Sec. 41201. Office of clean energy demonstrations. Directs federal agencies to create a program focused 
on implementing the funding provided in this division and authorizes the hiring of personnel to perform the 
duties.  
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Sec. 41202. Extension of Secure Rural Schools and Community Self-determination Act of 2000. 
Extends the Secure Rural Schools program for three years.  

Division E – Drinking Water and 
Wastewater Infrastructure  

Title I – Drinking Water 

Sec. 50101. Technical assistance and grants for emergencies affecting public water systems. 
Authorizes funding for EPA’s technical assistance and grants for emergencies affecting public water systems at 
$35 million annually for FYs 2022 through FY 2026. 

Sec. 50102. Drinking water state revolving loan funds. Authorizes increased funding for the Drinking 
Water State Revolving Loan Fund Program at $2.4 billion for FY 2022, $2.75 billion for FY 2023, $3 billion for FY 
2024, and $3.25 billion each for FY 2025 and FY 2026. (The program is funded at $1.126 billion in FY 2021.) 
Requires that at least 12 percent of funds be used to subsidize loans (in the form of grants, forgiveness of 
principal, negative interest loans, other loan forgiveness, and through buying, refinancing, or restructuring 
debt) to disadvantaged communities, increased from 6 percent under current law, if there are enough 
applications for loans to those communities. This section permanently extends a requirement, set to expire in 
FY 2023, that projects funded through the Drinking Water State Revolving Loan Fund use only U.S. produced 
iron and steel. 

Sec. 50103. Source water petition program. Amends the Source Water Petition Program to allow states 
to designate a county to act on behalf of an unincorporated area in the petition, should the unincorporated 
area choose to enter such a partnership, solely for the purpose of pursuing a source water petition for a 
specific matter. This program would be authorized through FY 2026 at the current funding level of $5 million 
annually. 

Sec. 50104. Assistance for small and disadvantaged communities. Authorizes funding for the 
Assistance for Small and Disadvantaged Communities Program at $70 million for FY 2022, $80 million for FY 
2023, $100 million for FY 2024, $120 million for FY 2025, and $140 million for FY 2026. Makes amendments to 
the program to allow funds to be used to purchase filters that remove contaminants of concern from public 
drinking water systems and for providing information regarding proper filtration use and maintenance. This 
section also changes the required non-federal cost match for the grant from 45 percent to 10 percent and 
allows that 10 percent to be waived at the discretion of the EPA if it is determined the eligible entity is unable 
to pay. Also creates a program to facilitate grants to link households to public water infrastructure. Authorizes 
the program at $20 million annually from FY 2022 through FY 2026. 

Sec. 50105. Reducing lead in drinking water. Amends EPA’s Lead Reduction Projects Grant Program and 
increases the authorization to $100 million annually through FY 2026. Also creates a $10 million Lead 
Inventorying Utilization Grant Pilot Program to provide grants to eligible entities to carry out lead reduction 
projects that are demonstrated to exist or are suspected to exist, based on available data, information, or 
resources, including existing lead inventorying of those eligible entities.  
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Sec. 50106. Operational sustainability of small public water systems. Creates an Operational 
Sustainability Program for small public water systems. The program will help improve the ability of these 
systems to respond to water infrastructure failures through asset management of drinking water systems, 
pumps, wells, valves, treatment systems, and other pertinent activities. These activities would include, but are 
not limited to, identification and prevention of potable water loss due to leaks, breaks, and other metering or 
infrastructure failures. It would also allow for the deployment of strategies, techniques, and technologies to 
enhance operational sustainability and effective use of water resources through water reuse. This program 
would have a waivable non-federal share of 10 percent and would be authorized at $50 million for each FY 
2022 through 2026. 

Sec. 50107. Midsize and large drinking water system infrastructure resilience and sustainability 
program. Creates a Drinking Water System Infrastructure Resilience and Sustainability Program at $50 million 
for each FY 2022 through FY 2026. Stipulates a 90 percent federal cost share for aid to small, rural, and 
disadvantaged communities. The program will assist midsize and large drinking water systems with increasing 
their resilience to natural hazards, cybersecurity vulnerabilities, and extreme weather events. Funds would be 
used to promote water conservation, enhance water efficiency, create desalination facilities, relocate, or 
renovate existing vulnerable water systems, enhance water supply, and implement measures to increase 
resiliency to natural hazards, cybersecurity vulnerabilities, or extreme weather events, including extreme 
weather events that are a result of climate change. Funds can be used for planning, design, construction, 
implementation, and operation and maintenance. Fifty percent will be used to provide grants to entities that 
serve a population equal to or greater than 10,000 and fewer than 100,000. The other 50 percent will be used 
to provide grants to entities that serve a population equal to or greater than 100,000.  

Sec. 50108. Needs assessment for nationwide rural and urban low-income community water 
assistance. Requires EPA to study the prevalence of low-income households in the United States that spend a 
disproportionate amount of household income on public drinking water services to meet household needs. 

Sec. 50109. Rural and low-income water assistance pilot program. Establishes a pilot program to 
address water affordability. The pilot program will award grants to eligible entities to develop and implement 
programs to assist low-income households with needs in maintaining access to affordable and reliable drinking 
water and wastewater treatment. 

Sec. 50110. Lead contamination in school drinking water. Amends the existing Voluntary School and 
Childcare Lead Testing Grant Program to make public water systems and eligible nonprofit organizations that 
service schools and childcare locations eligible grant recipients. Authorizes funding for the program at $30 
million for FY 2022; $35 million for FY 2023; $40 million for FY 2024; $45 million for FY 2025; and $50 million 
for FY 2026.  

Sec. 50111. Indian reservation drinking water program. Authorizes $50 million for each FY 2022 through 
2026 for the Indian Reservation Drinking Water Program. Funds are provided at 100 percent federal cost 
share. The program funds projects that connect, expand, or repair existing public water systems on Indian 
reservations in the Upper Missouri River Basin, Upper Rio Grande Basin, Columbia River Basin, Lower Colorado 
River Basin, and Arkansas White-Red River Basin.  

Sec. 50112. Advanced drinking water technologies. Requires EPA to carry out a study to examine the 
state of existing and emerging technologies that could address cybersecurity vulnerabilities, or enhance or 
could enhance the treatment, monitoring, affordability, efficiency, and safety of drinking water and 
wastewater provided by public water systems. Also creates a grant program for public water systems that 
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serve a population of 100,000 or fewer people or disadvantaged communities. The grant program is designed 
to identify and/or deploy drinking water infrastructure technology that is new or emerging, but proven to 
enhance the treatment, monitoring, affordability, efficiency, and safety of the drinking water provided. There 
is a waivable 10 percent non-federal share, and a single grant cannot exceed $500,000. This program is 
authorized at $10 million for each FY 2022 through 2026. 

Approved Amendment by the Senate to Section 50112: 

• Amendment #2131, introduced by Sen. Tom Carper (D-DE) and agreed to by voice vote on August 8: 
amends section 50112 by striking the definition of “underserved community” under the “Advanced 
Drinking Water Technology Grant Program.” The definition for the term “underserved community” 
was originally defined as “a political subdivision of a State that, as determined by the [EPA] 
Administrator, has an inadequate system for obtaining drinking water.” 

Sec. 50113. Cybersecurity support for public water systems. Requires EPA to work with the Director of 
the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency to produce a prioritization framework within 180 days of 
passage of the Act that identifies public water systems that, if degraded or rendered inoperable due to an 
incident, would lead to significant impacts on the health and safety of the public. 

Title II – Clean Water 

Sec. 50202. Wastewater efficiency grant pilot program. Creates an EPA pilot program to assist with 15 
projects by publicly owned treatment works to create or improve waste-to-energy systems. Grants may be 
awarded for sludge collection systems, anaerobic digesters, methane capture or transfer, and other emerging 
technologies that transform waste to energy. The maximum grant award is $4 million. Authorizes the program 
at $20 million for each FY 2022 through 2026. 

Sec. 50203. Pilot program for alternative water source projects. Reauthorizes an existing grant 
program for alternative water source projects. The grants may be used for engineering, design, construction, 
and final testing of alternative water source projects designed to meet critical water supply needs. Alternative 
water source projects include those projects that provide alternative sources of water through conserving, 
managing, reclaiming, or reusing water, stormwater, or wastewater. Authorized at $25 million for each of FY 
2022 through 2026. 

Sec. 50204. Sewer overflow and stormwater reuse municipal grants. Authorizes funding for the Sewer 
Overflow and Stormwater Reuse Municipal Grants Program at $280 million annually for FY 2022 through FY 
2026, placing a particular emphasis on projects in rural and financially distressed communities. Also includes a 
waivable non-federal share of 10 percent for projects in rural or financially distressed areas.  

Sec. 50205. Clean water infrastructure resilience and sustainability program. Creates a Clean Water 
Infrastructure Resiliency and Sustainability Program to provide grants for protecting water systems from 
weather events and cybersecurity risks. Establishes two non-federal cost shares: a 10 percent non-federal cost 
share for small or disadvantaged communities and a non-federal cost share of 25 percent for all other 
communities. Authorizes the program at $25 million annually for FY 2022 through FY 2026. 

Sec. 50206. Small and medium publicly owned treatment works circuit rider program. Creates a 
circuit rider program that awards grants to provide on-site technical assistance to owners and operators of 
small and medium publicly owned treatment works. Requires nonprofits that receive funding under this 

https://www.congress.gov/117/crec/2021/08/01/167/136/CREC-2021-08-01-pt1-PgS5247.pdf
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section to consult with the state in which the assistance is to be expended or otherwise made available before 
carrying out its planned activities. Authorizes the program at $10 million for each FY 2022 through 2026. 

Sec. 50207. Small publicly owned treatment works efficiency grant program. Creates an efficiency 
grant program for small publicly owned treatment works to support water and energy efficiency in 
disadvantaged communities, as well as those in rural areas with a population of less than 10,000. Requires 
that not less than 15 percent of funds made available under the program be used for grants to publicly owned 
treatment works that serve fewer than 3,300 people. Owners or operators of small publicly owned treatment 
works and nonprofit organizations that seek to assist small publicly owned treatment works are eligible to 
receive funding under this program. 

Sec. 50208. Grants for construction and refurbishing of individual household decentralized 
wastewater systems for individuals with low or moderate income. Creates a grant program that 
allows nonprofit organizations to receive funds for the construction, repair, or replacement of decentralized 
wastewater systems for low- or moderate-income households, or groups of such households. The program 
gives priority to households that do not have access to sanitary sewer disposal systems. Authorizes the 
program at $50 million for each FY 2022 through 2026. 

Sec. 50209. Connection to publicly owned treatment works. Creates a grant program that allows EPA 
to provide grants to publicly owned treatment works or nonprofit organizations to cover the costs incurred 
from connecting a household to a municipal or private wastewater system. Authorizes the program at $40 
million for each FY 2022 through 2026. 

Sec. 50210. Clean water state revolving funds. Authorizes funding for the Clean Water State Revolving 
Loan Funds Program at $2.4 billion for FY 2022, $2.75 billion for FY 2023, $3 billion for FY 2024, and $3.25 
billion each for FY 2025 and FY 2026. (The program is funded at $1.639 billion in FY 2021.) The bill requires, to 
the extent there are sufficient applications, a minimum of 10 percent of a state’s CWSRF to be used for grants, 
negative interest loans, and loan forgiveness, or to buy, refinance or restructure debt for disadvantaged 
communities as determined by the state. The amount for additional subsidies may not exceed 30 percent. 

Sec. 50211. Water infrastructure and workforce investment. Reauthorizes the Innovative Water 
Infrastructure Workforce Development Program at $5 million annually for FY 2022 through FY 2026. Also 
creates a federal interagency working group to report to Congress on boosting the water and wastewater 
utility workforce. The group will be comprised of members from EPA, the Department of Education, the 
Department of Labor, the Department of Agriculture, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and other 
appropriate federal agencies. 

Sec. 50213. Water data sharing pilot program. Creates a water data sharing pilot program aimed at 
ensuring the coordination of data and information regarding water quality and needs between state and local 
governments. Authorizes the program at $15 million annually for FY 2022 through FY 2026. 

Sec. 50214. Final rating opinion letters. Changes the Water Infrastructure Financing and Innovation Act 
(WIFIA) requirement that mandates each WIFIA project applicant must provide two final agency rating opinion 
letters. Under this section, project applicants will only need to provide one final agency rating opinion letter, 
like the requirements of other federal loan programs, prior to final acceptance and financing of the project. 

Sec. 50215. Water infrastructure financing reauthorization. Reauthorizes WIFIA at $50 million annually 
for FY 2022 through FY 2026. (WIFIA is currently funded at $65 million in FY 2021.) The bill requires EPA to 
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develop and begin implementation of an outreach plan to promote WIFIA assistance to small communities 
and rural communities. 

Sec. 50216. Small and disadvantaged community analysis. Requires EPA to do an analysis of the 
historical distribution of funds to low-income, rural, and minority communities, as well as communities of 
indigenous peoples, under Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) and Clean Water Act (CWA) programs. EPA is also 
required to analyze new opportunities and methods to improve the distribution of funds under these 
programs to those same communities, and must include an analysis, to the extent practicable, or communities 
in the United States that do not have access to drinking water or wastewater services. EPA must submit a 
report to Congress upon completion of the analysis describing the results of the analysis and the criteria used 
by the Administrator in carrying out the analysis. 

Sec. 50217. Stormwater infrastructure technology. Creates a program that provides grants to eligible 
entities to carry out stormwater control infrastructure projects that incorporate new and emerging, but 
proven, stormwater control technologies. Eligible entities include states, tribal governments, local 
governments, and public entities that manage stormwater or wastewater resources or related infrastructure. 
Planning and implementation grants will be provided through the program. Priority will be given to 
communities with combined storm and sanitary sewer systems and small, rural, or disadvantaged 
communities. Authorizes the program at $10 million for each FY 2022 through 2026 at a 20 percent non-
federal cost share. Also creates a grant program to assist research institutions, nonprofits, and institutions of 
higher education with research on new and emerging stormwater control technology. The goal of the program 
is to improve the effectiveness, cost efficiencies, and protections of public safety and water quality in their 
operations. The eligible research includes stormwater and sewer overflow reduction, project enhancement, 
and other infrastructure. Authorizes $5 million for each FY 2022 through 2026 to establish Centers of 
Excellence for stormwater control infrastructure and create a public website to share the results of the 
research.  

Sec. 50218. Water reuse interagency working group. Instructs EPA to establish a Water Reuse 
Interagency Working Group to develop and coordinate actions, tools, and resources to advance water reuse. 
Directs the working group to implement EPA’s February 2020 National Water Reuse Action Plan, which creates 
opportunities for water reuse in the mission areas of each of the federal agencies. Every two years, EPA must 
publish a report on the activities and findings of this Working Group. The Working Group will sunset in six 
years unless the Administrator chooses to extend it. 

Sec. 50219. Advanced Clean Water Technology Study. Directs EPA to carry out a study that examines 
the state of existing and potential future technology, including technology that could address cybersecurity 
threats, or that enhances or could enhance the treatment, monitoring, affordability, efficiency, and safety of 
wastewater services provided by a treatment works. EPA must submit a report on the study to Congress. 

Sec. 50220. Clean watersheds needs survey. Requires EPA to conduct and complete an assessment of 
wastewater system capital improvement needs of all treatment works in the United States that are eligible for 
assistance from state water pollution control revolving funds established under the CWA. The report must be 
completed not later than 18 months after the date of enactment of this Act, and not less frequently than once 
every four years thereafter. This section would authorize $5 million, to remain available until expended, to 
carry out the initial needs survey. 

Sec. 50222. Enhanced aquifer use and recharge. Requires EPA to provide funding to carry out 
groundwater research on enhanced aquifer use and recharge in support of sole-source aquifers. Requires that 
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not less than 50 percent of any funding made available to provide one grant to a state, unit of local 
government, or Indian tribe to carry out activities that would directly support that research. The remainder of 
the funding shall be provided to one research center, which shall establish a formal research relationship for 
the purpose of coordinating efforts under this program. Authorized at $5 million for each FY 2022 through 
2026. 

Division F – Broadband 

Title I – Broadband Grants for States, D.C., Puerto 
Rico, and Territories 

Sec. 60102. Grants for broadband deployment. No later than 180 days after the date of enactment, the 
National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) shall establish a grant program to be 
known as “the Broadband Program” to make grants available to states to expand broadband to unserved and 
underserved areas and to help bridge the digital divide. It authorizes $42.5 billion for the program, allocated 
into three segments: (1) 10 percent for high-cost unserved areas; (2) a minimum initial allocation of $100 
million to each state and $100 million to be divided equally among the U.S. territories; and (3) any remaining 
amounts to be allocated to states based on a ratio of unserved locations to all unserved locations nationwide.   

Sec. 60103. Broadband DATA maps. A broadband provider shall provide the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) with any information, in the format, type, specification requested by the FCC, that is 
necessary to augment the collection of data for the Form 477 data collection program. The FCC shall notify 
broadband providers not later than 60 days before the initial deadline for submission of data under section 
802(a)(1)(A) of the Communications Act of 1934, under which directs the Commission to create a broadband 
map.   

Sec. 60104. Report on future of universal service fund. Not later than 30 days after the date of 
enactment of this Act, the FCC shall commence a preceding to evaluate the implications of this Act on how the 
Commission should achieve the universal service goals for broadband. Not later than 270 days after 
enactment, the Commission shall submit to Congress a report on the options of the Commission for improving 
its effectiveness in achieving the universal service goals for broadband considering this Act and other 
legislation that addresses those goals. 

Title II – Tribal Connectivity 

Sec. 60201. Tribal connectivity technical amendments. Amends the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 
2021 to extend the period for an eligible entity to commit the grant funds under the Tribal Broadband 
Connectivity Program for an eligible use to 18 months (rather than 180 days) and for four years to expend the 
funds (rather than one year). It also provides an amendment to require an eligible entity to use not more than 
two percent of program grant funds received for administrative purposes.   
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Title III – Digital Equity Act 

Sec. 60304. State digital equity capacity grant program. NTIA shall establish the State Digital Equity 
Capacity Grant Program to promote the achievement of digital equity, support digital inclusion activities, and 
build capacity for efforts by states relating to the adoption of broadband by residents of those states. 
Beginning in the first fiscal year that begins after the date of enactment, the NTIA shall award planning grants 
for the purpose of developing the State Digital Equity Plan. The Act authorizes $60 million to be appropriated 
for the planning grants until expended.   

Not later than two years after the date on which NTIA begins awarding planning grants, it shall each year 
award State Capacity Grants to support the implementation of State Digital Equity Plans and digital inclusion 
activities in those states. The Act authorizes to be appropriated $240 million for fiscal year 2022 and $300 
million for each of fiscal years 2023 through 2026 

Sec. 60305. Digital equity competitive grant program. Thirty days after NTIA begins awarding State 
Capacity Grants, it shall establish the Digital Equity Competitive Grant Program to support efforts to achieve 
digital equity, promote digital inclusion activities, and spur greater adoption of broadband among covered 
populations. The Act authorizes $250 million to be appropriated for each of the first five fiscal years to fund 
the program and additional sums as may be necessary for each fiscal year thereafter.  

Sec. 60306. Policy research, data collection, analysis and modeling, evaluation, and dissemination. 
Not later than one year after NTIA begins awarding grants and annually thereafter, NTIA shall submit to the 
appropriate committees of Congress a report that documents for the year covered by the report (1) a list of 
the grants awarded under each program, including the grant amount, grant recipient, and the purpose of the 
grant; (2) any de-obligation, termination, or modification of a grant awarded under the programs, which shall 
include a description of the subsequent usage of any funds to which such action applies; (3) each challenge 
made by an applicant for or receipt of a grant under the covered programs and the outcome of each 
challenge; and (4) conduct evaluations of the activities carried out under the programs. 

Title IV – Enabling Middle-Mile Broadband  

Sec. 60401. Enabling middle mile broadband infrastructure. The purposes are: (1) to encourage the 
expansion and extension of middle mile infrastructure to reduce the cost of connecting unserved and 
underserved areas to the backbone of the internet, commonly referred to as the last mile; and (2) to promote 
broadband connection resiliency through the creation of alternative network connection paths that can be 
designed to prevent single points of failure on a broadband network. 

Under the Act, NTIA shall establish a program, which makes grants on a technology-neutral, competitive basis 
to eligible entities for the construction, improvement, or acquisition of middle mile grants. A total of $1 billion 
is authorized for FY 2022 through 2026.  

Title V – Broadband Affordability 

Sec. 60502. Broadband affordability. Extends the Emergency Broadband Benefit Program created under 
the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 and renames it the “Affordable Connectivity Benefit.” It requires 
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the FCC to establish a mechanism by which a participating provider in a high-cost area may provide an 
affordable connectivity benefit for an internet service offering provided on tribal land. It also requires a 
participating provider to allow an eligible household to apply the Affordable Connectivity Benefit to any 
internet service offering from the provider. $14.2 billion is authorized to be appropriated to remain until 
expended to extend the subsidy, which is reduced from $50 to $30.   

Sec. 60504. Adoption of consumer broadband labels. Not later than one year after enactment of the 
Act, the FCC shall promulgate regulations to require the display of broadband consumer labels to disclose to 
consumer information regarding broadband internet access service plans.  

Sec. 60505. GAO report. Not later than one year after enactment of the Act, the Comptroller General of the 
United States shall submit to the appropriate committees of Congress a report that evaluates the process used 
by the Commission for establishing, reviewing, and updating the upload and download speed thresholds for 
broadband internet access service, including how the FCC reviews and updates broadband internet access 
speed thresholds and whether the FCC should consider future broadband internet access speed needs when 
establishing broadband internet access service speed thresholds.  

Sec. 60506. Digital discrimination. It is the policy of the United States that, insofar as technically and 
economically feasible, subscribers should benefit from equal access to broadband internet access service 
within the service area of a provider of such service. Equal access means the equal opportunity to subscribe to 
an offered service that provides comparable speeds, capacities, latency, and other quality of service metrics in 
each area, for comparable terms and conditions.  

Approved Amendments by the Senate to Division F—“Broadband”: 

• Amendment #2162, introduced by Sen. John Thune (R-SD) and agreed to by a vote of 95-1 on 
August 2: creates Title VI—Telecommunications Industry Workforce at the end of Division F, which 
includes the text of the Telecommunications Skilled Workforce Act (sections 60601—60604). The 
amendment addresses “the shortage of trained workers necessary to fill next-generation jobs in the 
telecommunications industry in communities throughout the country” by: 

o Establishing an FCC-led interagency working group that, in consultation with the Department 
of Labor (DOL) and other federal and non-federal stakeholders, would be tasked with 
developing recommendations to address the workforce needs of the telecommunications 
industry. 

o Requiring the FCC, in consultation with DOL, to issue guidance on how states can address the 
workforce shortage in the telecommunications industry by identifying all of the federal 
resources currently available to them that can be used for workforce development efforts. 

o Directing the Government Accountability Office to conduct a study to determine the specific 
number of skilled telecommunications workers that will be required to build and maintain 
broadband infrastructure in rural areas and the 5G wireless infrastructure needed to support 
5G wireless technology. 

• Amendment #2164, introduced by Sen. Deb Fischer (R-NE) and agreed to by a vote of 95-0 on 
August 4: includes a new section entitled “Broadband Deployment Locations Map,” which requires 
the FCC to establish an online map of broadband infrastructure deployment projects. $10 million is 
appropriated to carry out this section. 

https://www.congress.gov/117/crec/2021/08/02/167/137/CREC-2021-08-02-pt1-PgS5569.pdf
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=117&session=1&vote=00292
https://www.thune.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/press-releases?ID=8041B64B-1072-4025-850E-65BEFB68E376
https://www.congress.gov/117/crec/2021/08/02/167/137/CREC-2021-08-02-pt1-PgS5569.pdf
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=117&session=1&vote=00306
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Division G – Other Provisions 

Title I – Indian Water Rights Settlement Completion 
Fund 

Sec. 70101. Indian water rights settlement completion fund. Creates within the Treasury Department 
the Indian Water Rights Settlement Completion Fund. Directs the Secretary of the Treasury to deposit $2.5 
billion into the fund, and upon enactment, such monies will be available until expended – without need for 
further appropriation – to the Secretary of the Interior. DOI will use that Fund to make discretionary 
appropriations, or to satisfy other obligations identified by the Secretary under an Indian water settlement 
approved and authorized by an Act of Congress, prior to the date of enactment of this Act.  

Transfers authorized under this Act shall be made in such amounts as are determined by the Secretary of the 
Interior to be appropriate to satisfy the obligations of the United States, including appropriate indexing, 
pursuant to the applicable Indian water settlement.   

The Secretary shall have the discretion to determine the sequence and timing of transfers from the Fund to 
substantially complete the eligible Indian water settlements as expeditiously as practicable. 

Title II – Wildfire Mitigation 

Sec. 70201. Short title. Provides the title of the bill, “Wildland Fire Mitigation and Management Commission 
Act of 2021” 

Sec. 70202. Definitions. Provides the definitions of the terms used in the bill, including committees of 
jurisdiction, agency heads, high risk states, high risk tribes etc.  

Sec. 70203. Establishment of Commission. Directs that within 30 days of enactment, the Secretaries of 
Interior and Agriculture shall jointly establish a commission as well as the membership of the commission (i.e., 
diverse group of stakeholders, including federal, state, and local government representatives as well as non-
government representatives), as well as term of the appointments, and filling of vacancies of the commission.      

Sec. 70204. Duties of Commission. Describes in detail the specific policy recommendations to Congress the 
commission shall make within one year of its first meeting. The commission’s recommendations shall include 
ones that relate to, among other matters, policies to improve forest management tactics, federal spending 
and budgeting for wildland fires, and long-term management and land maintenance strategies. In addition, 
the commission shall make recommendations on short- and long-term wildland fire prevention, mitigation, 
suppression, management, and rehabilitation to avert future wildland fires from becoming catastrophic 
disasters. 

Sec. 70205. Powers of Commission. Outlines the authorities of the commission, including holding 
hearings, taking testimony, and receiving such evidence as the commission considers advisable to carry out its 
responsibilities.    
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 Sec. 70206. Commission personnel matters. Provides details on compensation for commission members 
and related matters.   

 Sec. 70207. Termination of Commission. Provides that the commission shall terminate six months after 
filing its required reports – ones on mitigating and managing wildfires and on aerial wildland firefighting 
equipment strategy and inventory assessment.    

Title III – Reforestation  

Sec. 70301. Short title. Provides that the title of this section is the “Public Land by Adding Necessary Trees 
Act,’’ commonly known as the REPLANT ACT. 

Sec. 70302. Reforestation following wildfires and other unplanned events. Directs the Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) annually for ten years from the date of enactment to transmit to Congress an estimate of 
sums necessary to be appropriated, in addition to the funds available from other sources, to replant and 
otherwise treat an acreage equal to the acreage to be cut over that year, plus a sufficient portion of the 
backlog of lands found to need treatment to eliminate the backlog within the 10-year period. 

USDA shall, beginning in the 11th year following enactment, transmit annually to Congress an estimate of the 
sums necessary to replant and otherwise treat all lands being cut in the National Forest System to reduce 
potential for backlog of needed growth beyond what it would be in any given year. Under this section, the 
Forest Service is directed to create a priority list of reforestation projects for funding and submit them to the 
office of the Secretary.   

 Sec. 70303. Report. Requires that not later than one year after the date of enactment, and annually 
thereafter, the Secretary of Agriculture shall submit to the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and 
Forestry and the House Committee on Agriculture and make publicly available on the website of the Forest 
Service, a report that describes progress being made in achieving the purposes of the Act.  

Title IV – Recycling Practices  

Sec. 70401. Best practices for battery recycling and labeling guidelines. Directs the EPA Administrator 
to develop a best practices program for recycling batteries, authorizing $10 million for the effort. It also 
creates a program – authorized at $15 million to issue voluntary labeling guidelines to bolster battery 
recycling, as well as well as accessibility to battery collection locations, other materials about recycling 
batteries, and reducing safety concerns related to improper battery disposal.  

Sec. 70402. Consumer recycling education and outreach grant program; federal procurement. 
Authorizes $75 million over FY 2022 through 2206 for a new grant program to improve residential and 
community recycling programs through public outreach. At least 20% of funds would be for low-income 
communities, rural areas, and American Indian communities. States, local governments, American Indian 
tribes, Native Hawaiian organizations, and the Hawaiian Homelands Department would be also eligible for the 
program. 
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Title V – Bioproduct Pilot Program  

Sec. 70501. Pilot program on use of agricultural commodities in construction and consumer 
products. The Secretary is to carry out a pilot program and partner with not less than one qualified institution 
to study the benefits of using materials derived from certain types of agricultural commodities in the 
production of construction products and consumer products, including, but not limited to cost savings relative 
to other commonly used alternative materials, greenhouse gas emission reductions, and other environmental 
benefits relative to other commonly used alternative materials.      

Title VI – Cybersecurity 

Subtitle A – Response and Recovery Act 

Sec. 2231. Sense of Congress. Authorizes the Secretary of DHS to declare that a significant incident has 
occurred and to establish the authorities that are provided under the declaration to respond to and recover 
from the significant incident; and the authorities established under this subtitle are intended to enable the 
Secretary to provide voluntary assistance to non-federal entities impacted by a significant incident. 

Sec. 2233. Declaration. The Secretary, in consultation with the National Cyber Director, may make a 
declaration with this section for the purpose of enabling the activities described in this subtitle if the Secretary 
determines that a specific incident has occurred or is likely to occur imminently and otherwise available 
resources, other than the Fund, are likely insufficient to respond effectively to, or to mitigate effectively, the 
specific significant incident. 

Not later than 72 hours after a declaration or a renewal, the Secretary shall publish the declaration or renewal 
in the Federal Register. The Secretary shall assess the resources available to respond to a potential declaration 
and may take actions before and while a declaration is in effect to arrange or procure additional resources for 
asset response activities or technical assistance the Secretary determines necessary, which may include 
entering into standby contracts with private entities for cybersecurity services or incident responders in the 
event of a declaration. 

Sec. 2233. Cyber response and recovery fund.    

$20 million is authorized to be appropriated to the Fund for fiscal year 2022 and each fiscal year thereafter 
until 2028. The Fund will be used for coordination of activities and response and recovery support for the 
specific incident associated with a declaration to federal, state, local and tribal, and entities and public and 
private entities on a reimbursable or non-reimbursable basis for vulnerability assessments and mitigation; 
technical incident mitigation; malware analysis; analytic support; threat detection and hunting; and network 
protections. 

Subtitle B – State and Local Cybersecurity Improvement Act 

Sec. 2218. State and local cybersecurity grant program.  

Creates a grant program to address cybersecurity risks and cybersecurity threats to information systems 
owned or operated by, or on behalf of, state, local, or tribal governments. Grant funds will be used to 
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implement the Cybersecurity Plan of the eligible entity; develop or revise the Cybersecurity Plan of the eligible 
entity; pay expenses directly relating to the administration of the grant; and assist with activities that address 
imminent cybersecurity threats, as confirmed by the Secretary of DHS.   

This program is authorized at $200 million for FY 2022; $400 million for FY 2023; $300 million for FY 2024; and 
$100 million for FY 2025.   

Title VII – Public-Private Partnerships  

 Sec. 70701. Value for money analysis. Requires Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act 
(TIFIA) and Railroad Rehabilitation & Improvement Financing (RRIF) applicants with project costs over $750 
million to conduct a value for the money analysis as part of their application process. In addition, the section 
requires the Build America Bureau (the Department of Transportation’s hub for funding and financing 
resources), to report to Congress on the utilization of public-private partnerships and best practices for project 
financing. 

Requires an analysis that at a minimum includes an evaluation of: the life-cycle cost and project delivery 
timeframes; the costs of using public financing versus private financing for the project; a description of the key 
assumptions made in developing the analysis, including an analysis of likely federal grants and subsidies; the 
key terms of the proposed P3 agreement (including likely rate of return for private debt and equity); a 
discussion of the benefits and costs associated with the allocation of risk; and the determination of risk 
premiums assigned to various project delivery scenarios. 

Title VIII – Federal Permitting Improvement 

Sec. 70801. Federal permitting improvement. Amends the Federal Permitting Improvement Steering 
Council of the FAST Act to make several modifications and updates, including updating performance schedules 
to ensure alignment of federal reviews of projects; identifying reduction of permitting and project delivery 
times on projects; and consideration of the best practices for public participation.  

This section also makes permanent the permitting reforms established by the FAST Act and extends them to 
projects sponsored by Indian tribes and/or located on tribal land; amends the coordination of required 
reviews section of the FAST Act by requiring a single joint interagency impact statement for a project where an 
environmental impact statement is required; and allows funds to be transferred between federal agencies to 
facilitate timely environmental reviews and authorizations. 

Title IX – Build American, Buy America 

Subtitle A – Build America, Buy America  

Sec. 70901. Short Title. Includes the title, which is the “Build America, Buy America”. 
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Part I – Buy America Sourcing Requirements  

Sec. 70911. Findings. Consists of a series of statements, which among other matters, highlights the 
importance of using American products in the upgrade of public water infrastructure in the U.S.     

Sec. 70913. Identification of deficient programs. Each federal agency must submit to the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) and to Congress a report that identifies each federal financial assistance 
program for infrastructure administered by the agency. The agency must (1) identify domestic content 
procurement preferences applicable to the assistance, (2) assess the applicability of such requirements, (3) 
provide details on any applicable domestic content procurement preference requirement, and (4) include a 
description of the type of infrastructure projects that receive funding under the program.  

Sec. 70914. Application of Buy America preference. Each agency must ensure that none of the funds 
made available for such a program may be used for a project unless all the iron, steel, and manufactured 
products used in the project are produced in the United States, subject to waivers where inconsistent with the 
public interest, where not produced in sufficient quantities or satisfactory quality, or where such inclusion will 
increase the cost of the project by more than 25%. 

Sec. 70915. OMB guidance and standards. Among other requirements, directs the director of OMB to 
issue guidance to the head of each Federal agency to assist in identifying deficient programs under section 
70913(c); and to assist in applying new domestic content procurement preferences if necessary to ensure that 
domestic content procurement preference requirements required by this part or other Federal law are 
imposed through the terms and conditions of awards of Federal financial assistance.  

Sec. 70916. Technical assistance partnership and consultation supporting Department of 
Transportation Buy America requirements. Requires that not later than 90 days after the date of 
enactment, the Secretary shall enter a technical assistance partnership with the Secretary of Commerce to 
ensure the development of a domestic supply base to support intermodal transportation in the United States 
under the jurisdiction of the Secretary.  

Sec. 70917. Application. Makes clear that this provision applies to a federal financial assistance program for 
infrastructure only to the extent that a domestic content procurement preference as described in Section 
70914 does not already apply to iron, steel, manufactured products, and construction materials.   

PART II – Make it in America  

Sec. 70921. Regulations relating to Buy American Act. Provides that not later than one year after 
enactment, the Director of OMB shall promulgate final regulations or other policy or management guidance, 
as appropriate, to standardize and simplify how Federal agencies comply with, report on, and enforce the Buy 
American Act. Outlines what should be included in regulations or other policy or management guidance.  

Section 70922. Amendments relating to Buy American Act. Adds a new subsection to Buy American 
Act, which includes enhanced requirements related to iron and steel produced in the U.S. and related 
reporting requirements.     

Sec. 70923. Made in America office. Provides that the Director of OMB shall establish an office within the 
agency called the ‘‘Made in America Office.’’ The head of the office shall be appointed by the OMB director. 
The section also outlines the duties of the office. 
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Sec. 70924. Hollings manufacturing extension partnership activities. Directs that the head of each 
federal agency shall work with the Director of the Hollings Manufacturing Extension Partnership, as necessary, 
to ensure businesses participating in this Partnership are aware of contracting opportunities under the 
program. 

Sec. 70925. United states obligations under international agreements. Provides provisions of this part 
are applied in a manner consistent with U.S. obligations under international agreements. 

Sec. 70927. Prospective amendments to internal cross-references. Makes legislative conforming 
technical changes.  

Subtitle B – BuyAmerican.gov  

Sec. 70931. Short title. Provides the title of the bill which is “BuyAmerican.gov Act”. 

Sec. 70933. Sense of Congress on buying American. Includes a series of statements that stress the 
importance of federal agencies buying American when procuring products or services.     

Sec. 70934. Assessment of impact of free trade agreements. Requires that not later than 150 days from 
the date of the enactment, the Secretary of Commerce, the United States Trade Representative, and the OMB 
Director shall assess the impacts in a publicly available report of all U.S. free trade agreements, the World 
Trade Organization Agreement on Government Procurement, and federal permitting processes on the 
operation of Buy American laws, including their impacts on the implementation of domestic procurement 
preferences. 

Sec. 70935. Judicious use of waivers. Provides, to the extent permitted by law, a “Buy American” waiver 
that is determined by an agency head or other relevant official to be in the public interest shall be construed 
to ensure the maximum utilization of goods, products, and materials produced in the United States. 

Sec. 70936. Establishment of BuyAmerican.gov website. Directs the establishment of a publicly 
available BuyAmerican.gov website within one year of enactment.    

Sec. 70937. Waiver transparency and streamlining for contracts. Provides that the Administrator of 
General Services, in consultation with relevant agency heads, shall develop a mechanism to collect 
information on requests to invoke a Buy American waiver for a federal contract, utilizing existing reporting 
requirements whenever possible, for purposes of providing early notice of possible waivers via the website 
established under Section 70936. This section also describes various waivers associated with the contracts.   

Sec. 70938. Comptroller General report. Provides that not later than two years from the date of 
enactment, the Comptroller General of the United States shall submit to Congress a report describing the 
implementation of this subtitle, including recommendations for any legislation to improve the collection and 
reporting of information regarding waivers of and exceptions to Buy American laws. 

Sec. 70939. Rules of construction. Provides that nothing in this subtitle shall be construed as preempting, 
superseding, or otherwise affecting the application of any disclosure requirement or requirements otherwise 
provided by law or regulation. 

Sec. 70940. Consistency with international agreements. Provides that, “[t]his subtitle shall be applied in 
a manner consistent with United States obligations under international agreements.”  
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Sec. 70941. Prospective amendments to internal cross-references. Makes conforming legislative 
changes. 

Subtitle C – Make PPE in America  

Sec. 70951. Short title. Establishes the short title of the bill which is “Make PPE in America Act”. 

Sec. 70952. Findings. Lists a series of statements focused on the importance of producing personal 
protective equipment in the United States.       

Sec. 70953. Requirement of long-term contracts for domestically manufactured personal 
protective equipment. Outlines the details of establishing a PPE production program in the U.S., including  
the requirement that beginning 90 days after enactment, in order to ensure the sustainment and expansion of 
PPE manufacturing in the United States and meet the needs of the current pandemic response, any contract 
for the procurement of PPE entered into by a covered Secretary, or a covered Secretary’s designee, shall  (1) 
be issued for a duration of at least 2 years, plus all option periods necessary, to incentivize investment in the 
production of PPE and the materials and components thereof in the United States; and (2) be for PPE, 
including the materials and components thereof, that is grown, reprocessed, reused, or produced in the  
United States. 

Title X – Asset Concessions  

Sec. 71001. Asset concessions. The Secretary shall establish a grant and expert services program for 
eligible entities, designed to enhance their technical capacity to facilitate public-private partnerships in which 
the private sector partner could assume a greater role in project planning, development, financing, 
construction, maintenance, and operation, including by assisting eligible entities in entering asset concessions 
(i.e., a type of infrastructure or services management contract).  

To be eligible to receive a grant, an eligible entity shall submit to the Secretary an application at such time, in 
such manner, and containing such information as the Secretary may require.  Also, an eligible entity may use 
amounts made available from a grant for, among other things, technical assistance to build the organizational 
capacity of the eligible entity to develop, review, or enter an asset concession. 

Title XI – Clean School Buses and Ferries  

Sec. 71101. Clean school bus program. Authorizes a total of $5 billion over five years (FY2022-2026) for 
EPA to award grants and rebates to replace school buses with zero-emission buses or buses that the agency 
certifies reductions of emissions and use of alternative fuels. The Administrator is authorized to provide funds 
to cover up to 100 percent of the costs for the replacement of each of the buses.   

 Under this section, grant recipients will include state and local government agencies, contractors, or nonprofit 
school transportation associations. Applicants from school districts that serve a high percentage of children 
from low-income families and rural areas will be prioritized. 

Sec. 71102. Electric or low-emitting ferry pilot program. Directs the Secretary of Transportation to 
establish a pilot program to provide grants for the purchase of electric or low-emitting fuel (methanol, natural 
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gas, liquefied petroleum gas, hydrogen, coal-derived liquid fuels, biofuels) ferries. The section requires that at 
least one grant be awarded to the state with the largest Marine Highway System and a bi-ferry service with an 
aging fleet. Funds are authorized and appropriated at $50 million a year for FY 2022 through 2026.  

Sec. 71103. Ferry service for rural communities. Authorizes $1 billion for DOT to establish a program to 
provide funding to states to ensure basic essential ferry service in rural areas. Eligible places must serve at 
least two rural areas and have had scheduled ferry transportation services from 2015 through 2020. 

Approved Amendments by the Senate to Division G—“Other Provisions”: 

• Amendment #2133, introduced by Sen. Alex Padilla (D-CA) and agreed to by a vote of 90-7 on 
August 2: creates Sec. 71201 at the end of Division G, entitled “Expanding the Funding Authority for 
Renovating, Constructing, and Expanding Certain Urban Indian Health Facilities.” The amendment 
amends section 509 of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act (25 U.S.C. 1659) by striking the 
requirement that Urban Indian Organizations (UIOs) may only use the Indian Health Service (IHS) 
funding they already receive for renovation, construction, or expansion of facilities to meet or 
maintain specific accreditation standards (that are now obsolete). The amendment would just give 
UIOs more flexibility to use their existing funds for infrastructure upgrades, not give them more 
funding or take money from anyone else. 

• Amendment #2478, introduced by Sen. Ben Cardin (D-MD) and agreed to by voice vote on August 
4: includes the text of the Minority Business Development Act of 2021. The legislation expands and 
makes permanent the Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA). The amendment would 
expand the geographic reach of the MBDA by authorizing the creation of regional MBDA offices and 
rural business centers to be administered through Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) 
and minority serving institutions (MSIs), and it would create the Parren J. Mitchel Entrepreneurship 
Education Grants Program to cultivate the next generation of minority entrepreneurs. The 
amendment would also increase the MBDA’s grant-making capacity to partner with community and 
national nonprofits engaged in private and public sector development as well as research. The 
amendment would authorize $110 million in annual funding to the MBDA through FY2025—more 
than double the agency’s FY2021 appropriation of $48 million. The amendment also: 

o makes the MBDA more effective by putting into law the mission and goals of the agency and 
giving it the proper tools to carry them out successfully; 

o creates an advisory council to consult federal agencies on supporting MBEs and coordinate 
federal MBE programs; 

o creates a presidentially appointed and Senate-confirmed Under Secretary of Commerce for 
Minority Business Development to lead the agency; and 

o mandates additional reporting. 

Division H – Revenue Provisions 
Divisions H & I include offsets (e.g., recissions of existing program funding) and revenue raisers (e.g., new 
taxes) to help cover the cost of the legislation. While most provisions do not directly impact local and regional 
government, a few might. One provision – 90007 – would rescind nearly $42 billion in unobligated coronavirus 
relief funds, while another provision would extend taxes on fuel for buses. Other key ingredients in Divisions H 
& I include: $210 billion overall from unused COVID-19 relief funds; $87 billion from spectrum auctions along 
with the proceeds from the February 2021 c-band auction; $56 billion from assumed economic growth; $53 

https://www.padilla.senate.gov/wp-content/uploads/KEN21805.pdf
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=117&session=1&vote=00291
https://www.padilla.senate.gov/press-releases/senate-advances-padilla-amendment-to-improve-urban-indian-health-infrastructure/
https://www.congress.gov/117/crec/2021/08/04/167/139/CREC-2021-08-04-pt1-PgS5840.pdf
https://www.sbc.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/pressreleases?ID=2EB346FA-BB0E-4B21-BF0A-36FC88B59EC1
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billion by way of states returning some unemployment insurance funds; $51 billion by delaying a Medicare 
Part D rebate rule; $14.5 billion by way of the reinstatement of some Superfund fees; and $28 billion in new 
revenue from reporting requirements related to cryptocurrency. 

A White House fact sheet on the bill included a single, brief paragraph on revenue provisions, averring “[i]n 
the years ahead, the legislation will generate significant economic benefits. It is financed through a 
combination of redirecting unspent emergency relief funds, targeted corporate user fees, strengthening tax 
enforcement when it comes to crypto currencies, and other bipartisan measures, in addition to the revenue 
generated from higher economic growth as a result of the investments.” 

The Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) is a nonpartisan committee of the United States Congress. The JCT 
estimated revenue effects in the provisions of Division H are located here and indicated in the revenue 
sections outlined below. Overall, JCT estimates the costs and benefits of Division H (outlined below) will result 
in net revenues to the federal government in the amount of $51.062 billion over ten years. 

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) released its cost estimate of the Senate bill. CBO estimates that over 
the 2021-2031 period, enacting the bill would decrease direct spending by $110 billion, increase revenues by 
$50 billion, and increase discretionary spending by $415 billion. On net, the legislation would add $256 billion 
to projected deficits over that period. The CBO cost estimate is located here. The CBO estimate is at odds with 
bill proponents who say CBO under counted the offsets and revenue raisers that will pay for the entire cost of 
the bill, and possibly more. 

In a statement released by The Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget, a bipartisan think tank, noted: 
“[w]hile we are pleased Republicans and Democrats have come together to move forward important public 
investments, this legislation falls far short of its promise to be fully paid for. We strongly support measures in 
the bill to reduce the tax gap, lower drug prices, and extend or impose new user fees. But two-thirds of this 
package is paid for with smoke, mirrors, and debt… Fortunately, there is still time to improve this legislation in 
the House…” 

The following is a selection of some of the more notable revenue provisions of the bill: 

Title I – Highway Trust Fund 

Sec. 80103. Transfers $90 billion over ten years from the Treasury’s General Fund to the Highway 
Trust Fund’s (HTF) Highway Account and $28 billion to the Mass Transit Account. JCT reports no 
revenue effect for this section of the bill. The HTF is projected to become insolvent in FY 2022 without 
additional transfers or other revenues. 

Title II – Chemical Superfund 

Sec. 80201. This section extends certain superfund excise taxes until 2031 and provides updated 
(i.e., increased) tax tables for covered substances. JCT reports $14.45 billion in revenue will be realized 
over ten years under this provision. 

https://www.jct.gov/publications/2021/jcx-33-21/
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2021-08/hr3684_infrastructure.pdf
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Title IV – Bond Provisions 

Sec. 80401. Private activity bonds for qualified broadband projects. JCT projects this section will cost 
$566 million over ten years. 

Sec. 80402. Carbon dioxide capture facilities. JCT projects this section will cost $116 million over ten 
years, and estimates the total negative revenue effect of Title IV Bond Provisions over ten years will be $1.198 
billion. 

Title V – Relief for Taxpayers Affected By Disasters or 
Other Critical Events 

Section. 80501. Modification of automatic extension of certain deadlines in the case of taxpayers 
affected by Federally declared disasters. JCT projects this section to have a negligible revenue effect. 

Sec. 80504. Authority to postpone certain tax deadlines by reason of significant fires. JCT projects 
this section to have a negligible revenue effect. 

Title VI – Other Provisions 

Sec. 80603. Information reporting for brokers and digital assets. Requires brokers to report certain 
transactions of digital assets to the IRS beginning in 2023. It also would require businesses to report 
cryptocurrency transactions of more than $10,000, which is the current threshold for cash transactions subject 
to IRS reporting requirements. JCT projects this section will provide nearly $28 billion in revenue over ten 
years. 

Sec. 80604. Termination of employee retention credit for employers subject to closure due to 
COVID–19.  Terminates on October 1 – a month earlier than currently allowed. JCT projects this section will 
provide $8.2 billion in revenue over ten years. JCT estimates the total positive revenue effect of Title VI over 
ten years will be $37.81 billion. 

Division I – Other Matters 
Sec. 90001. Extension of direct spending reductions through FY 2031. Extends the mandatory 
sequester under the Budget Control Act of 2011 through 2031. 
 
Sec. 90002. Strategic Petroleum Reserve drawdown and sale. Directs the Secretary of Energy to draw 
down and sell 87.6 million barrels of crude oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve from fiscal years 2028 
through 2031. 
 
Sec. 90003. Findings regarding unused unemployment insurance funds. Claims that on July 16, 2021, 
the CBO reduced its cost estimate for the expanded unemployment insurance (UI) programs in the American 
Rescue Plan Act of 2021, because many states decided to end one or more of the programs before they expire 
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on September 6, 2021, and the improved economy means fewer people will receive benefits. The bill claims 
that it is estimated that there are about $53 billion in savings from the money originally projected to be spent 
on UI programs that the states have not used. 
 
Sec. 90005. Extension of enterprise guarantee fees. Extends until 2032 the guaranteed fees charged by 
government-sponsored enterprises Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 
 
Sec. 90007. Rescission of COVID–19 appropriations. Rescinds $41.8 billion in unobligated COVID-19 
relief funds, including funds associated with Economic Injury Disaster Loans (EIDL), the Paycheck Protection 
Program, Aviation Workers’ relief, the Education Stabilization Fund, and more. Note- there is no indication 
that funds directed to states and local governments will be rescinded.   
 
Sec. 90008. Spectrum auctions. Directs the FCC, in consultation with the Commerce Department, to 
conduct an auction of spectrum the federal government has determined could be made available on a shared 
basis between federal and non-federal use. 

Division J – Infrastructure Investments and 
Jobs Appropriations Act  
The funding contained in Division J of the legislation includes supplemental emergency appropriations for 
many of the existing and newly authorized programs in the bill, over and above the regular funding provided 
to the programs in Congress’s annual spending bills and the regular surface transportation reauthorization 
legislation. This funding will be available beginning in FY 2022 and ending in FY 2026. 

The bill also provides $91.15 billion in advance supplemental appropriations over FYs 2022-2026 from the 
general fund provided for Division J of the legislation.  

Title I – Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and 
Drug Administration, and Related Agencies  

• $500 million for Watershed and Flood Prevention Operations 
• $118 million for the Watershed Rehabilitation Program 
• $300 million for the Emergency Watershed Protection Program 
• $2 billion for the Distance Learning, Telemedicine, and Broadband Program 

Title II – Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related 
Agencies  

• $42.45 billion for the Broadband Equity, Access, and Deployment Program 
• $2 billion to the Broadband Connectivity Fund for grants under the Tribal Broadband Connectivity 

Program 
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• $2.75 billion for the Digital Equity program 
• $1 billion for the Middle Mile Deployment program 
• $2.611 billion for NOAA’s Operations, Research, and Facilities  
• $180 million for NOAA’s Procurement, Acquisition and Construction 
• $172 million for NOAA’s Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery 

Title III – Energy and Water Development and Related 
Agencies 

• $150 million for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ (Corps) Investigations account 
• $11.615 billion for the Corps’ Construction account, including $2.55 billion for coastal and hurricane-

related projects and $2.5 billion for inland waterway projects 
o Approved Amendment by the Senate to Title III of Division J, “Energy—Water 

Development Appropriations”: 
 Amendment #2564, introduced by Sen. Tom Carper (D-DE) and agreed to by voice 

vote on August 4: directs the $2.5 billion inland waterways appropriation to give 
priority to projects in the Corps’ Capital Investment Strategy and adds a general 
provision that projects in the Corps’ appropriation should not be limited by cost-
benefit analysis when determining benefits to disadvantaged communities. 

• $808 million for the Corps’ Mississippi River and Tributaries account 
• $4 billion for the Corps’ Operations and Maintenance account 
• $160 million for the Corps’ Regulatory Program account 
• $251 million for the Corps’ Flood Control and Coastal Emergencies account 
• $75 million for the Water Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (WIFIA) program account for the 

Corps to implement a direct loan and loan guarantee program limited to nonfederal dam safety work 
• $50 million for the Central Utah Project Completion account 
• $8.3 billion for Bureau of Reclamation Water and Related Resources projects, including: 

o $3.2 billion for aging infrastructure  
o $1.15 billion for water storage, groundwater storage and conveyance projects (includes $100 

million for small water storage) 
o $1 billion for water recycling and reuse projects (includes $450 million for large water 

recycling projects) 
o $250 million for desalination projects 
o $1 billion for rural water projects 
o $500 million for dam safety projects 
o $300 million for Drought Contingency Plan (includes $50 million for Upper Basin States) 
o $400 million for WaterSMART Water and Energy Efficiency Grants (includes $100 million for 

natural infrastructure projects) 
o $100 million for the Cooperative Watershed Management Program 
o $250 million for the Aquatic Ecosystem Restoration Program 
o $100 million for multi-benefit watershed projects 
o $50 million for Colorado River fish species recovery programs 

• $16.264 billion for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy within the Department of Energy (DOE) 
• $550 million for Cybersecurity, Energy Security, and Emergency Response within DOE 

https://www.congress.gov/117/crec/2021/08/04/167/139/CREC-2021-08-04-pt1-PgS5840.pdf
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• $8.1 billion for Electricity within DOE 
• $6 billion for Nuclear Energy within DOE 
• $7.497 billion for Fossil Energy and Carbon Management within DOE  
• $2.1 billion for the Carbon Dioxide Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Program 

Account within DOE 
• $21.456 billion for the DOE’s Office of Clean Energy Demonstrations  
• $500 million for the Western Power Administration’s Construction, Rehabilitation, Operation and 

Maintenance account 
• $1 billion for the Appalachian Regional Commission 
• $150 million for the Delta Regional Authority 
• $75 million for the Denali Commission 
• $150 million for the Northern Border Regional Commission 
• $5 million for the Southeast Crescent Regional Commission 
• $1.25 million for the Southwest Border Regional Commission 

Title IV – Financial Services and General Government 

• $21 million for the Office of the National Cyber Director 
• $14.2 billion for the FCC’s Affordable Connectivity Fund 
• $3 million for the Environmental Review Improvement Fund 
• $3.418 billion for the GSA’s Federal Buildings Fund  

Title V – Department of Homeland Security   

• $330 million for Customs and Border Protection’s (CBP) Operations and Support account 
• $100 million for CBP’s Procurement, Construction, and Improvements account 
• $5 million for the Coast Guard’s Operations and Support account 
• $429 million for the Coast Guard’s Procurement, Construction, and Improvements account 
• $35 million for the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency’s (CISA) Operations and Support 

account 
• $100 million for CISA’s Cybersecurity and Recovery Fund 
• $67 million for the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) Operations and Support 

account 
• $2.233 billion for FEMA’s Federal Assistance account, including $1 billion for grants to states, local, 

tribal, and territorial governments for improvement to cybersecurity and critical infrastructure 
• $1 billion for FEMA’s Disaster Relief Fund 
• $3.5 billion for FEMA’s National Flood Insurance Fund 
• $157.5 million for the Science and Technology Directorate’s Research and Development account 

Title VI – Department of the Interior, Environment, 
and Related Agencies 

• $455 million for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Resource Management account 
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• $510.668 million for the U.S. Geologic Survey’s Surveys, Investigations, and Research account 
• $11.293 billion for the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement’s Abandoned Mine 

Reclamation Fund 
• $216 million for the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ Operation of Indian Programs 
• $250 million for the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ Construction account 
• $905 million for the Interior Department’s Office of the Secretary Department Operations account 
• $1.458 billion for the Interior Department’s Wildland Fire Management account 
• $4.677 billion for the Energy Community Revitalization Program at the Interior Department to carry 

out orphaned well site plugging, remediation, and restoration activities  
• $1.959 billion for the EPA’s Environmental Programs and Management account 
• $3.5 billion for the EPA’s Hazardous Substance Superfund account 
• $55.426 billion for the EPA’s State and Tribal Assistance Grants, including: 

o $19.908 billion for Clean Water State Revolving Fund (SRF) capitalization grants 
o $17.343 billion for Drinking Water SRF capitalization grants 
o $15 billion to the Drinking Water SRF program to replace lead service lines, with 49% of the 

funding distributed by the states as forgivable loans or grants. 
o $10 billion to address per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) 
o $50 million for Underground Injection Control grants 
o $1.5 billion for Brownfields activities  
o $100 million to carry out part of the Pollution Prevention Act 
o $275 million for grants under the Save Our Seas 2.0 Act 
o $75 million to award grants focused on improving material recycling, recovery, management, 

and reduction 
o $5 billion for the Clean School Bus Program 

• $10 million for the U.S. Forest Service’s (USFS) Forest and Rangeland Research account 
• $1.527 billion for the USFS’s State and Private Forestry account 
• $2.854 billion for the USFS’s National Forest System account 
• $360 million for the USFS’s Capital Improvement and Maintenance account 
• $696.2 million for the USFS’s Wildland Fire Management account 
• $3.5 billion for the Indian Health Facilities account within the Department of Health and Human 

Services (HHS) 

Title VI – Labor, Health and Human Services, and 
Education, and Related Agencies 

• $500 million for HHS’s Low Income Home Energy Assistance program 

Title VIII – Transportation, Housing and Urban 
Development, and Related Agencies  

• $12.5 billion for competitive Rebuilding American Infrastructure with Sustainability and Equity (RAISE) 
discretionary surface transportation grants, referred to in the bill as National Infrastructure 
Investments. This includes:   
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o $5 billion for multimodal projects of national or regional significance; and  
o $7.5 billion for projects with significant local or regional effects 
o The RAISE grant is formerly known as BUILD, which is formally known as TIGER, and is 

funded at $1 billion for FY 2021.  
• $5 billion for competitive grants to implement “Vision Zero” plans to prevent transportation-related 

fatalities and serious injuries, known as the Safe Streets and Roads for All Grants program 
• $1 billion for competitive grants to remove culv erts that impede the passage of fish swimming 

upstream 
• $500 million for the competitive Strengthening Mobility and Revolutionizing Transportation (SMART) 

Grant Program to support demonstration projects on smart technologies that improve transportation 
efficiency and safety, such as autonomous vehicles and smart grids to support electric vehicles 

• $10 billion for Airport Terminal Program projects  
• $15 billion for Airport Improvement Program Grants 
• $47.272 billion for the FHWA’s Highway Infrastructure Programs, including: 

o $27.5 billion in formula funding for a bridge replacement, rehabilitation, preservation, 
protection, and construction program 

o $5 billion for a new National Electric Vehicle Formula Program to provide money for states to 
build electric vehicle charging infrastructure 

o $3.2 billion for the competitive National Significant Freight and Highway Projects Program 
(i.e., “INFRA”), which provides competitive grants for highway, bridge, and multimodal 
freight projects of national and regional significance (as previously reported) 

o $9.235 billion for the new competitive Bridge Investment Program to provide funding to 
repair and rebuild bridges in poor condition 

o $150 million in competitive funding to reduce air emissions from trucks idling at port 
facilities 

o $95 million to carry out the University Transportation Centers program 
o $500 million for a new competitive Reconnecting Communities Pilot Program for planning 

and projects to remove, retrofit, or mitigate existing highways that were built through 
neighborhoods and are a barrier to mobility and economic development 

o $342 million in formula funding for the Construction of Ferry Boats and Ferry Terminal 
Facilities program 

o $1.25 billion for the Appalachian Development Highway System 
• $50 million for the FMCSA’s Motor Carrier Safety Operations and Program account. 
• $622.5 million for the FMCSA’s Motor Carrier Safety Grants program 
• $750 million for the NHTSA’s Crash Data program 
• $548.5 million for the NHTSA’s Vehicle Safety and Behavioral Research Programs account 
• $310 million for the NHTSA’s Supplemental Highway Traffic Safety Programs account 
• $5 billion for the FRA’s competitive Consolidated Rail Infrastructure and Safety Improvements (CRISI) 

grants program 
• $6 billion for the FRA’s Northeast Corridor Grants to Amtrak 
• $16 billion for the FRA’s National Network Grants to Amtrak 
• $3 billion for the FRA’s competitive Railroad Crossing Elimination program 
• $36 billion for the FRA’s competitive Federal—State Partnership for Intercity Passenger Rail grants 
• $10.25 billion for the FTA’s Transit Infrastructure Grants, including: 

o $4.75 billion in formula funding for the State of Good Repair Grants program 
o $5.25 billion for competitive Low-No Emission Bus Grants 
o $250 million for formula grants for the enhanced mobility of seniors and individuals with 

disabilities 
• $8 billion for the FTA’s competitive Capital Investment Grants for fixed guideway projects such as 

rapid and commuter rail, streetcars, bus rapid transit, and ferries 
• $1.75 billion for the FTA’s competitive All Stations Accessibility program 
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• $250 million for the FTA’s competitive Electric or Low-Emitting Ferry program 
• $1 billion for the FTA’s competitive Ferry Service for Rural Communities program 
• $25 million for the Maritime Administration’s (MARAD) Operations and Training account 
• $2.25 billion for MARAD’s competitive Port Infrastructure Development program 
• $1 billion for the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration’s (PHMSA) Natural Gas 

Distribution Infrastructure Safety and Modernization Grant program 

Next Steps 
TFG is preparing a comprehensive guide of federal funding profiles for the most relevant programs to our 
clients, including the new programs created in the IIJA.  
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